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ERRATA TO SPAH APPENDIX A, ISSUE 1, REVISION 0
During printing the following errors and shortcomings have
been identified. They are lasted below and should be considered
as advanced information which is contingent upon formal approval.
(1) p. A3-1, sect. 3.1
Experimenter may only interface directly with free EPDB outputs
if it is ensured that the power on/cooling off monitoring in ex-
periment racks is not invalidated (see also sect. 3.2)_
(2) p. A3-30, table 3.6-1
P 01 : Exp. RAU supply is no experimenter interface
max. current is 10 A
P 02 : Exp. RAU supply is no experiment interface,
max. current is 10 A i
All connectors contacts not identified in this table are spare 	 I
contacts.
(3) p. A3-33 to A3-38, sect. 3.7
CB 18, CB 26, CB 28 are under re--evaluation because of poten-
tial interference of the standard experiment power interface with
subsystem power busses which are on the same connectors.
(4) p. 4.1-3, table 4.1--3
Due to pin/socket alignment problems it is under investigation
to replace the GWSW plugs (Last column of table) by Hughes HAC
PAC plugs, MIL-C--28804/4.
S) 2. 4.1--13, table 4.1-6
Should read : Overall accuracy ; 0.6 % of full scale (assuming
+ 6 V common mode voltage)
(6) p. 4.1-17,table 4.1.-7
Should read RAU :
	
Experiment




(7)p. 4.1-31, table 4.1-12
Should read
RAU :	 Experiment:
Fault voltage and current	 Output protection + 15Vr ± 15 MA




	 Input overvoltage protec-	 Fault voltage emission + 10V
tion : + 10 V (not +10mA)




line to ground + 10V
line to line	 + 10V
Differential output voltage
j	 line to line	 ^> 0.8 V, < 2V
(9) P . 4.2-7
Experiment clock requirement for duty cycles error should read




(incl. asymmetry and gitter): (incl. asymmetry and gitter):




Direct access channels have no clock regeneration. Input
specification is driven by KUSP interface requirement.
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	 Schematic-Signal Harness to four Experiment RAU's (Standard)
8-55	 Schematic-Signal Harness to four Experiment RAU's with J08
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The Avionics Interface Definition presents the Spacelab side of the electrical interface between Spacelab
subsystem equipment and experiments.
This document
e	 defines the electricat hardware which interfaces with the experiments.
1	 •	 states the signal/load characteristics.
The Avionics Interface Definition is a controlled document. Changes will be communicated by the
issue of revision pages.
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2.	 CONTENTS OF THE DOCUMENT
The experiment may dit-ectly interface elactrtcalty with four major subsystems (as depicted in Figure 2 — 1)
Electrical Power and Distribution Subsystem (EPDS) via
•	 Experiment Power Distribution Soxes (EPDB s)
•	 Experiment Power Switching Pants (EPSP`s)
•	 Aft Flight Deck Power Distribution Box (*N FD PDB)
Emergency Box MB)
Command and Data Management Subsys tem (ODMS) via
•	 Experiment RAUls
•	 High Rate Multiplexer (HRM)
*	 Subsystem RAV°a
•	 Integrated Monitoring and Control Panel (1MCP — R7 Panel)
Orbiter Avionics via dedicated connectors of Spacelab
Analog KU—Eland Signal Processor (KUSP)
•	 Video Switching Network
Orbiter Multiplexer/Damultiplexer (MDAr1)
Orbiter Caution and Warning Electronic Assembly
:Iectrtcal
Orbiter Master TimeUnit (MTU)
 Ground Support Equipment (EGSE) via
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3.	 ELEC'T'RICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION SUBSYSTEM
3.1	 Experiment Power Distribution Box (EPDB)
At the pallet the experiments interface directly with the EPDB. In the module the EPDB's primarily supply
the EPSP's in the racks and the center aisle. However, experiments may interface directly with free
EPDB outputs. In the case all racks are connected to the electrical power distribution subsystem, these
free outputs are EPDB 2 and EPDB 3, DC 24 and DC 34.
3.1.1	 Connector Location
Figure 3,1 - i depicts the power connector locations of the Experiment Prover Distribution Box. The user
will have access only to the connector's J 01, J 02 0 J 43, J 04 (DC power) and J 05, J 06 3 J 07, J 08 (AC
power).
The character N in the power outlet notation denotes the number of the particular EP08.
The EPDB numbering system starts with N - 1 for the most forward EPDB and than goes up to N = 5 (de-
pending on Spaceiab configuration) for the farthest aft EPDB.
As an example the EPOS numbering is given for the Long Module plus 1 Pallet ConFiguratien in para.
4.3.3 of the main volume.
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3.1.2	 Pin Allocation of EPDB Power Connectors for Experiments
CC power is provided to the user via two contacts and two wires for each power and power return line.
The use of b§th twinlines la necessary to accommodate the maximum current defined by the EPOS
circuit breakers.
The AC power connectors provide three phase AC. The nominal dependence on time of AC Phase A, B, C
is given by .
AC A:...	 exp i (m t)
AC B; - exp i (w t – 2Tr/3)
AC C: — exp i (W t + 21r/3)
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Table 3.1 - 1 . Pin Allocation List or EPDB Power Connectors for Payloads
Connector Power Outlet pin Pin Nominal Nominal Spacelab Experiment
Notation Notation Not. Funct ion Voltage Rating Connector Type Connector TypeCurrent ( Spec.) { Spec.)
A PWR
9 MOR Rtn 28 VDCC
M8372
R32i7N MS 3459
.] 01 DO: N4 D
-
PWR(iwinline)
__ - _ ^ ^
28 (SpecMIL-D- U-32.17 PN




6 PVA:k Rtn 28 VDC 21R3217W MS 3459J 02 DC N3 p loY^,Ft(twiniine r^^— 5C pee lvllLD- U-32-17 PW
C FIVJ2 Rtn 28 VDC 83723)
C PWR M83723--
A PWR Rtn 28 VDC 21R3217X MS 3459




C PVVR Rtn 28 VDC _ 21R3217Y MS 3459J 04 DC N1 S pVyi-{Ctwinline) 6Oa (SpecMIL-Cr U-32-17 P•Y
D Pmt Rut 28 VDC 83723)
A PilawA NSOE14 -- 5 SWC NB 6	 E-14-5
.! 05 AC N1 715/200 Vans PWC Phase C {Spec40M 39565)
D Neutral equivalentto 207 WA
INBOE14-5SXCA Phase A in total,max 10A NB B	 E-14-5
J 06 AC N2 B Ph&Ae 
R 115/200 Vrms per phases pXC Phase C due to (Spec4OM 39569)
D Neutral inverter
character-
A Phase A istics, see NBOE14 -- 5 SYC
J 07 AC N3 B Phase S 115/200 Vrms Fig. 3.1 - 4 NB S t-14-5C Phase C (Spec40M 39569) PY
D Neutral
A Phase A
J o8 AC N4 B Pha" S 115/200 Vrms
NBCE 14-5 SZC NB 6
	 14-5C Phase C PZ
D Neutral (Spec40M 39W9)
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3.1 .3	 Electricai Power Output Characteristics
3.1.3.1	 DC Power
Voltage range: 24 V to 32 V
Voltage range at last
two pallets of 5 - pallet
configuration 23.5 V to 32 V
Source impedance see par& 3.9
AC Power
Output: 3 phases plus neutral tine
Voltage range: 115/200  V	 + 5 y line to ground/line to lineEms -
Max. continuous power: 4 outputs, 2.7 kVA in total
EPD6 p rovides remote control capability but no circuit protection
Peak power: 3.5 kVA for 120 s max
Source impedance. see pare 3.9
Wave form: Sinuso dal
Frequency: 400 Hz + 1 Hz
Freauency modulation: + 1 Hz about the mean frequency during any one minute
Voltage modulation: 3 V amplitude modulation over a period of at least 1 s
(Modulation voltage under condition of steady state loading and
frequency modulation)
Harmonic distortion: C 5 %
Phase displacement be- 120 + t o	 For power factors 0.85 lag to 0.85 lead
tween two adjacent phases: 120 _+ 3 for power factors 0.50 to 0.85 lag and 0.80 to
0.85 lead
Maximum load unbalance: 100 VA between any of the three phase lines
(Otherwise, the DC/AC inverter will not meet the EMC re-
qui rerr.ents )
Fault operation: In the event of fault operation only two-phases or cne phase may
operate continuously until manually switched-off by keyboard or
Inverter efficiency: see Figure 3.1 - 2
	
IMCP-R7 panel.
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Figure 3.1 - 3:
	






Legend :	 remotely controlled thermal circuit breaker















I* Minimum Rated Current for 0 g
	 ij • Minimum Rated Current for 1 g, 1 aim airs
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3.1 .4	 Fusing in the EPDB
3.1.4.1	 DC Fusing
J 04 (DC N 1 ) :	 ci-cult breaker, 60A
J 03 (DC N2)	 circuit breaker, 30 A
J 02, J 01 ( OC N3 end DC N4)	 circuit breaker, 60A in total
The EPDB circuit breakers act as thermal switches. Therefore the tripping characteristics depend on the
thermal environment. Figure 3.1 - 3 shows two curves. One curve is valid on ground ( 1g, tatm air ),
the other curve represents the projected values for on orbit conditions ( 09, latm air in the module as well
as Og, vacuum on pallets )
3.1.4.2	 AC Fusing
J05 (AC N1 )
	
not fused in the EPOB
J06 (AC N2)
	
not fused in the EPDB
107, JOB  (AC N3 and AC N4) : 	 not ;used in the EPDB
The 400 Hz inverter is protected against overload, i.e. for each phase the voltage will be regulated down in
_ase of overcurrent. The regulation will start at a current of 10,x,
	 min, and will limit the current to 12 Arms
	
rms
line - to •- neutral (14 A rms line-to-tine) unoer si ort circuit conditions. In addition to this current
itrlttation a thermal protection device will trip after t20s at 10A
rms(see Figure 3.1-4) , The thermal!crevice will shut off etl three phases even :r only one is overloaded.
A 3 - 5
Legend:
130 y of nominal current is sustained for a minimum of 120 s..
thereafter the inverter is switched off.
2









1	 10	 102 TIME [ s f
Figure 3.1 — 4; Overload Characteristics of the Spacelab 400 Hz inverter
3.1.5	 Bonding
The EPDB chassis is bonded to S/L_ structure with a DC resistance  10 rnn Tha connector housings
will be electrically bonded to the chassis, as described in Appendix °, Section 3.3.1.
3.1.6	 Grounding
The EPDE3 provides for each potirjer output tine a dedicated power return line. The DC and AC power , return
lines are each isolated from chassis ground by at least 1 Mf g impedance (DC to 25 Hz).
3.1.7	 Conducted Emission on EPOB power and Power return Lines
0.1.7.1	 DC Power Lines
With a Spacelab dedicated fuel cell,which is the normal mode on -- orbit, the power bus characteristics
will be determined principally by Spacelab emission levels.
l;
During operational phases without Spacelab dedicated fuel cell (i.e. ascent, power switch over, back-up 	 a
_u
power operation, descent) the power bus characteristics will be determined principally-by Orbiter emission
levels. For those_noisa levels, see Section 3.3.7,:.1:
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Ripple/Spi kes
•	 1.5 V.-,s et arry discrete Frequency between 30 Hz and 3 kHz.
•	 0.6 V rms when measured to a frequency band extending from 3 kHz to 100 kHz.
Transients
Primary t)-us transients measured on the DC power line will riot exceed + 56 V superimposed on the
nomiral voltage and up to 10 Ns induration with rise and fall tunes > 1 Hs.
For transient surge DC voltages during normal znnd abnormal etectrtcal system operation see
Flqure5 3. 1 - 5 and 3.1 - 6 , respectively .
•	 Normal electrical system operation describes a status free of an EPO5 self occurtng or load induced fauits.
•	 Abr.Ormal electrical system operation describes a single event,when an EPDS or load induced fault occurs
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Figure 3.' - 6	 Transient Surge DC Voltages During Abnormal Electrical Cperatten
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3. 1.7.2
	 AC Power Lines
Transient Soikes
Trarstents will occur on each of the three phases simultaneously with amplitudes <60 Vpp and a duration
<a00 Vs.
T ransient Surge ', oltages




















IME I • I
Figure 3. 1 - 7 : Transient Surge AC Voltages During Normal Electrical Operation
For transient surge AC voltages during abnormal electric AC-system operation and fault operation of
the electrical AC-System, see Figure 3.1 - B
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Figure 3.1 - B Transient Surge AC Voltages Durtng Abnormal Electrical Operation
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3.2	 Experiment Power Switching Panel (EPSP)
The EPSP is the standard power inter fmce for experir+ier.ts in Soacelab racks. The EPSP also provides means
For the power on/cool:ng off monitoring. Therefore an EPSP has to oe installed in each rack where electrical
power is cony ,Tier+. i he location of the EPSP's in the racks are given in Appendix B, Secticn 3.2. 4.
3.2.1	 Connector Location
Figure 3.2 -1 shows the power connector locations or the experiment power switching panel. There will be
one front outlet and nine outlets at the rear side, The notation of thes connector3 is :
- J 02 (DC1 ), .J 03 (DC2), J 0.4 (DC3), J 06 (DC4), each controlled by a front panel switcr
- ,l 05 (DC utility power, front outlet), J 12 (DC airlock power), both controlled by one common front
- J 07 (DC5), directly routed from the EPDB
	
panel switch
- J 09 (AC1 ), J 10 (AC2), each controlled by a front panel switch
- J 13 (RAU DC supply) for the supply of an experiment RAU only
l	 .Z	 ^-
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^ ^	 t3.2,2	 Pin Allocation of EPSP Power Connectors for Experiments
The connector and pin allocation for EPSP experiment power is given in Table 3.2 - 1.
CC power at the rear outlets for rack internal access is provided via twin contacts. The use of both twin
lines is necessary to accommodate the maximum current defined by the EPSP circuit breakers. The front
outlet is a bayonet type connector providing onV socket for power and one socket for power return.
Table 3.2 - i : Pin Allocation List of EPSP Power Connectors for Payloads





ctor "typeNotation Notation Not. Function Voltage Current (Spec.) C Spec.)
A PWR M83723-




D P WR Rtn 83723)
A PVVP. M83723-
B PWR Rtn 28 VDC 2IR2015W MS 3459J 03 DC 2 C
__
Pi (6tn line) r --	
35 A (SpecM1L-G- U-20-15 PW
D PWR Rtn 28 VDC 83723)
A PWR M83723-





28 VDC (Spa cMiL-Cr U--20-15 PND PWR r-*ttn 83723)
A PWR M83723- '
B PWR Rtn 28 VDC 21R2015Z MS 3459106 DC 4 C PlNfi(twin line)_,--^--	 35A
28 VDC
(Spec MIL-C­ U-20-15 PZ
D PWR Rtn 83723)
A Phase A NBOE 10- 6 SNC
109 AC 1 8 Phase B 115/200 V	 3 x 3 Arms
NS 6	 E-10-6
C Phase C rm (Spec40M 39569) PND Neutral
A Phase A NHOE 10-5 SWC
J 10 AO 2 B Phase B 115/200 V	 3 x 3 Arms
NS 6	 E-10-5
PWC Phase C rm Spec .40M 39559
q Neutral
A PWR M83723-
B _PWR_Rtn 26 VDC 21R2422N MS 3459J aT DC 5 C PWR(twin line) r	
60 A (Spec,MIL-C- U-24-22 PN





PWR Rtn 28 VDC NB.CE 14--12 SNC NB 5	 E 14--12utility power L Chassis Ground Spec.40M 39569 PN
7A
28 VACA PWR
J 12 DC Airlock D _PWR Rtn --^ - NSOE 14-4 SNC NB 6	 E 14-4B PVMR(twinline) 28 VDC FNC PWR Rtn (Spec.40M39569)
G PWR Al




RAU F 1 WF w1i 28 VDC NSCE 12-8 SNC NS 8	 E 12.8
J 13 DC-Supply H PWR A2 Rtn _. PNl3 PVVR B1 28 VDCC PWK BI RtnD FWR B2	 - -- -	 7,5 A pec.40M 39569




...	 .+.::	 a	 ....^.^^_.. ..	 ... .......... J-
-	 -	
-	 s..
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Voltage range:	 28 +4V
Max, currents
	
sae 3.2.4.1 -- DC Fusing
Source impedance:	 see pares 3.9
3.2.3.2	 AC Power
output: 3 phases plus neutral line
Voltage range: 115/200V
	
+ 5% line to ground/line to linerms —
Max. power: 2 outputs, t WA each, see also 3.2.4.2 — AC Fusing
Source impedance: see pares 3.9
For additional characteristics see 3.1.3.2.
3.2.4	 Fusing in the EPSP
3.2.4.9	 DC Fusing
J02 (DC 1) :	 __	 - circuit breaker, 35 A (see Figure 3.2 — 2)'
J03 (DC 2) : circuit breaker, 35 A (see Figure 3.2 — 2)
J 04 (DO 3 } ; circuit breaker, 35 A (see Figure 3.2 — 2)
J 05 (DC utility power) : circuit. breaker,	 7 A (see Figure 3.2 -* 3)
J 06 (DC 4) : circuit breaker, 35 A (sea Figure 3.2 — 2)
J07 (DC 5) ; not fused in the EPSP (60A remote controlled EPOS
circuit breaker see Figure 3.1 — 3)
J 12 (airlock power) : shares the same circuit breaker with J 05
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Figures 3. 2 - 2 and 3.2 - 3 depict the trip curves of the EPSP DC circuit breakers.
1
t!	 } I	 L_ egend
{	 I	 i	 I	 7 !	 35 A manually controlled ragnetic circuit breakeri{
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Figure 3.2 - 2: Trip Curve of 35 A EPSP DC Circuit Breaker
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I	 1 1	 Legend: 7 A manually controlled magnetic circuit oreaker
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i
3.2.4.2	 AC Fusing
J09 (AC output 1):	 circuit breaker, 3 Arms Per phase
.I 10 (AC output 2):	 circuit breaker„ 3 A rms :per phase








L'geed: 3 A manuaiiy controlled magnetic circuit breaker
F Tt' +
Procurement Spec. Values for Minimum
Current Rated	 ! !	 ! 3 !	 !
<i
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3.2.7 Conducted Emission an Power and Power Return Lines
3.2.7.1 DC Power Lines
Same as 3.1.7.1
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3.3	 AFD Power Distribution Box
The AF0 power distribution box is the standard power interface for experiments in the aft flight deck.
Thw_ location of the AFD power distribution box is shown in Appendix B, Section 5.
3.3.1	 Connector Location
The AFD Power Distribution Box provides one output for Experiment DC power (1 03) and one output for Ex-
periment AC power (J 04). Figure 3.3 - 1 depicts the power connector location on the AFD Power Distribution
Box.
ISO	 ^.














j X03	 ' 6
76ff//
	 n	 AC
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3.3.2	 Pin Allocation of AFD PDB Power Connectors
The pin allocation of AFD PDB power, connectors for payloads is given in Table 3.3 -- 1 .

























PWR Rtn 28 VOC 15 A
NBGS
14-4 SWT NS 6 .E 14^4J03 r	 — - -- ----- — _ r _-- _ — --- PWExp. DC C PWR 28 VOC 15 ,p* 'Spec. 4011ABus 1 D PWR rKtn 39569)
A Phase A NBOE 10•-6 SN NS 6	 E 10-8
J 04 Exp. AC 115/200 Vrms 3 x 3 Arne (Spec. 40M PNC Phase C 39563)
0-A Neutral
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Voltage range: 25.7 to 32.0 V
Max. current; Fused upstream of the AFD PDB; 15 A max. continuous
However, the output of the Experiment DC Bus 1 provides
also power for a S/S RAU, i.e. this power has to be
subtracted from the i5 A max.
Source impedance : TSD
3.3.3.2	 AC Power
Output: 3 phases plus neutral line	
.^
I Voltage range: 115+ 5 Vrms line to ground
'	 Max. current: Fused upstream of the AF'D PDB;
'
3 A max. continuous For each phase
Source Impedance ; see para 3.9
Frequency, : 400+ 1 Hz synchronized to MTU
i
400 -}- 7 Hz free running (fault operation)
Wave form: sinusoidal
Frequency modulation: + 1 Hz about the mean frequency during any one minute period
}	 Voltage modulation: 1 .5 Vpp modulation amplitude over a period of
at least 1 s
(Modulation voltage under conditions of steady state
loading and frequency modulation)
Harmonic distortion: ;:T'5 °l
Phase displacement between two = '
adjacent phases: 120 + 2
Maximum loam unbalance: S 100 VA between each of the three phase lines
Fault operation: In the event of inverter failure, only two phases or
one phase may operate continuously until manually
switched off
Inverter efficiency: 76.5 9'• average
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3.3.4	 Fusing in the AFD PDB
3.3.4.1	 DC Fusing
The experiment DC ewer output is not fused in the AFL) PDB. However, the Orbiter AFD main bus power
feeders are protected by 15 A Remote Power Controller s with tripping characteristics shown in Fig. 3.3 - 2.
%l




15 A Remote Power Controller (RPC)
Figure 3.3 - 2: AFD PDB DC Overload Protection Characteristics
(Derived from ICD-2-05301)
A 3 - I'/
A3.3.4.2	 AC Fusing
There is no fusing for experiment AC power outputs provided in the AFD FIDE.
The Orbiter AC taws current is limited to 20 A by the inverter system until circuit breakers (3 A for
r•
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Legend
AC 3 A Thermal Circuit Sreaker










The AFD PDH chassis is bonded to Orbiter structure with a DC resistance 4 2.5 m4. The connector
housings will be electrically bonded to the chassis.
	
3.3.8	 Grounding
The AFD POS provides for each power output line a dedicated power, return line. The power return line
is isolated from chassis ground by at least 1 MO impedance (DC to 25 Hz).
L
A3-18
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3.3.7	 Conducted Emission on AF'D FOB Power and Power Return Lines
3.3.7.1
	 00 Power Lines
a)	 IF connected to any of the Orbiter primary DO power sources (referenced to Orbiter str,,:cture):
fttpla
The ripple will not exceed:
70 kHz,(1)	 4.9 Vpp narrowband (30 Hz to 7 kHz) falling 10 dB per decade to 0.28 Ppa i:
thereafter remaining constant to 400 MHz.
(2)	 r 0.8 V peak broadband in the frequency band from 30 Hz to 7 kHz and f 0.3 V peak in the
' frequency band from 7 kHz to 440 MHz,
Transients
j Transients will not exceed the impulse equivalent of 3xi0-4 Vs above or below normal line voltage.
The amplitude of the transient is limited to:
• th 50 V positive line - to - return line and positive line -- to - structure
• i 30 V return line - to - structure
i Rise and fall time of each transient is 
5 i Vs .
b)	 If supplied by Ground Support Equipment Power:
	 i
Ripple
The ripple will not exceed:
	 t
F (1)	 1.2 Vpp (30 Hz to 7 kHz) falling to 0.28 Vpp at 70 kHz, thereafter remaining constant to
i 400 MHz.
(2)	 ± 1 .O V peak broadband in the frequency band from 30 Hz to 7 kHz and + 0.3 V peak
Iin the frequency band from 7 kHz to 400 MHz.
Transients
Same as above
Note: The ripple voltages'include a confidence margin of B dp.
I
3.3.7.2	 AC Power Lines
Transient Spikes
Transient spikes will not exceed the Limits defined by Figure 3.3 - 4.
•	 i.
"Transient Surge
Transient Surge AC.voltages during normal operating conditions will not exceed the limits defined by
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Figure 3.4 - t: Experiment F_ssential Power
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3.4	 Experiri ent Essential Power
The experiment essential power bus provides the power for experiment caution and warning devices
as well as for experiment holding functions in case of main power loss. All experiment toads connected
to this bus must, therefore, provide a protection concept in order to prevent failure propagation into
the experiment essentiat power bus.
In the module, the experiment essential power is muted through the connector brackets CS 6, CB IS and
CS 29. At the pallets the essential power is provided through; the connector bracket CB 51.




The connector location on the CB's. for experiment essential power is depicted in Figures 3.4 - 1 thru 4,
^^	 • ^^	 MaInfloor
	
AS	 102 	 d03.	 JOti	 r ^	 ^u^a i	 7
'^'	 =	 1	 EXP.ESS.9WR.
1 234--- 53	 65	 59— A l 	 56-.--i.--.4& ^ . k	 50 —• ^ •--
FWD
Figure 3.4 - 2: Experiment Essential Power -9*—






Figure 3.4 - 3: Experiment Essential Power












Figure 3.4 -- 4: Experiment Essential Power
Connector an CS 51 	
T^!
3.4.2	 Pin Allocation of Experiment Essential Power Connectors
Connector type and pin allocation For experiment essential power, as given in Table 3.4 - 1, are
identical at all connector brackets .






















12-3 SNS NB b`	 E 12-3
CS	 15 Egp.Ess.DC 26 V DC 7.5 A PN
CS • 28 B PWR Rtn (Spec. 40 M39589).
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3.4.3	 Electrical Power Output Characteristic
1
DC voltage range:	 22.0 to 32.0 V in the module
a
1	 21.5 to 32.0 V on the pallet




The experiment essential power bus is protected against overload by a melting fuse (7.5A) in the














$i	 Procurement Spec. Values
I	 I	 for Minimum Current Rated
I	 f I	 I NO TRIP ZONE !	 l
'
i	 I +	 ^ f I	 l	 i	 l III I (^i ^ I^
il.
=	 l	 ^^	 }:';
t	 1
10 1	 1	 10	 102	 10
MINIMUM TRIP TIME [s]
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3.5	 Experiment Power Supply in the Module Center Aisle
Through connector bracket CS 31 in the care segment and connector bracket CE3 32 in the experiment
segment power is provided to experiment equipment in the module center aisle. The location of these
connector brackets i,, given in Appendix B, Structure Interface Definition, Secttcn H 3,3, 1,
3.5.1	 Connector Location
The connector location at the center aisle connector brackets GB 31 and CB 32 are given in
Figure 3.5 — 1 . Two connectors provide DC and AC power for experiments; five connectors represent
the interface for an experiment RAU.
For CS 31, experiment DC and AC is routed from FPIDEi 1,connector J 04 ( DC 11 ) and connector 1 05 ( AC ii )
via a branching unit.i+lote that the EFSP in rack 3 is supplied by the same branching unit as Ce 31.
For CS 32, experiment bC and AG power is routed from EPDS 3, connector J 01 ( DC 34) and connector
108(AC 34).
The harness for this standard configuration is Sp&celab provided.For any other harness configuration,
the experirnenter/payload integrator has to provide the harness.
The other connectors have no direct experiment Interfece;they are exclusively to support an experiment RAU.
The harness from CS 31 and 32 to an experiment FZAU is not delivered by Spaceiab and has to be provided by
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Figure 3.5 - 1 c Connector Location in Center Aisle
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3.5.2	 Pin Allocation of Power Connectors for Experiments
The connector and pin allocation for center aisle experiment power is given in Table 3.5 - 1.
DC power is provided via twin contacts. The use of both twinlinos is necessary to accommodate the maximum
current defined by the ErPdB circuit breaker located upstream.


















A Pwr MS 3450-U
J01 Exp. DC B Pwr Rtn 28 V DC 60 A 24-22 SN MS 3459
C Pwr	 twin (Spec. MIL.	 - U-24-22 PND Pwr Rtn line 065015)
A Phase A
B Phase H NBOE 14-5 SN5 NS 6	 E 14•-5J 02 Exp. AC C Phase C 11S Vrms 3 x 78 Arms. FN
D Neutral KSpec.40 M
39559)




Output current:	 1 output max. 60 A s If connected to an EPDS
Source impedance:	 sea para g.9







Output. 3 phases plus neutral line
Voltage range: 115/200 V	 -l. 5% line to ground/line to line
rms —
Max. continuous power: 1 output
2.7 WA in total,
rerrate control capability but no circuit protection fn
Source impedance: see pars 3.9	 the EPOS
For additional characteristics, see pare 3..1.3.2.
3.5.4 Fusing
3.5.4.1 DO pg.;ar Output
Same as 3.1.4.1, if connected to an EPOB or 3.2.4.1, if connected to an EPSP.
3.5.4.2 AC Power Output
Same as 3.1 .4.2,if connected to an EPOS or 3.2.4.2, if connected to an EPSP.
3.5.5 Bonding
Same as 3.1 .5
3.8.6 Grounding
Same as 3.1.6
3.5.7 Conducted Emission on Power and Power Return Lines
3.5.7.1 RC Power Lines
Same as 3.1.7.1
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3.5	 Experiment Power Supply in the Airlock
3.6.1	 Connector location
At the airlock experiment table there is a single power connector (ECI - J1) for both experiment DC and AC
power. The experiment DC and AC power is supplied from the EPSP in rack No. 4 through J 12 (DC) and
J 09 (AC).
The connector CST - P1 on the experiment table provides the power exclusively for Exp.F:AU Heaters.
The power is routed from the Subsystem Power Distribution Box via the Airlock Control Panel to CST - P i .
The redundant power supply for the Exp.RAU is provided by the connectors P01 and P02 which are
supplied from the Subsystem power Distribution Sox.
Fcqure 3.6 - 1 depicts the power connector locations on the experiment table in the awlock.The
signal connectors P03,PO4,P05 and P 18 at the airlock experiment table are described in section 5.2.
Note: 1) One hand operation is possible for connecnng/disconnecting
cables with release fasteners
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3.6.2	 Pin Allocation of the Power Connector for Experiments
The connector and pin allocation for airlock experiment power is given in Table 3.6 - 1. DC power is
providect via twin contacts. The use of both twin lines is necessary to accommodate the maximum current
defined by the circuit breakers of the EPSP located upstream.
Table 3.6 - 1: Pin Allocation Llst of Power Connectors for Experiments in the Airlock
Connector Power Outlet Pin Nominal Maximum Spaceiab ExperimentNotation Notation Notation Pin Function Voltage Current Connector Type Connector Type( Spec.) ( Spec.)
J PWRFxp.DC K PWR Rtn 28 V DC
M PWR 7 AL PWR tine { 28 V DC S OE= 14-12SNT N6 5	 E 14-12
1Rtn (Spec.40M PNECi - J i - ------
- B - Phase A - - -.. - •^ -. ^^_ 39568)
Exp. AC A Phase B
H Phase C 115/200 V 3 x 3 Armsrm
G Neutral
^DC	 Y C' Status	 -
`0.03Airlock D Status Rtn 28 V DC A
Control Panel
EX,' Exp.RAU 1 PWR 26 V DC 1.25 A 311 P 405 - aS 311 P 405 --3PPot Power Supply 16 PWR Rtn -B12 -812
DC Exp•R°'U 1 PWR 28 V DC 1,25 A 311 P 405 - 3S 311 P 405 - 3PP02 Power Supply 16 PWR Rtn - E312 -B12
i PWR 28 V DC 2 A
pC 2 PWR Rtn
-^
w TE3D TSDCBT -- P1 RAU Heaters 4 PWR Rtn5 PWR 29 V DC 2 A
y
i




Source impedance:	 see para 3.9
21.7Vto-92V
max 7 A (protected in the EPSP)
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3 phases plus neutml line
? Voltage range:	 104/180 Vrmr to i?1/21D Vans
,.s Source impedance:	 see Para 3.9









} 3.6.4.2 AC Power Output
Sams as 3.2.4.2	 ( J 09 )
3.6.5 Bonding
4
Bonding resistance to structure <50 m Q .
3.6.8 Grounding
Same as 3.1.8
3.6.7 Conducted Emission on Power and Power Return Lines
3.6.7.1 DO Power Lines
Same as 3.1.7.1
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3.7	 CPS E: Connector Eirackets
In addition to the experiment power interfaces described above there are three connector brackets
in the module which provide for experiment DC and AC power. 'These connector brackets havo been
designed in the context with Common Payload Support Equipment (CPSE) to be accommodated in the
module. The power routing is shown in Figure 3.7 -- 1.
Figure 3.7. - i; CPSE Connector Brackets
The three CPSE connector brackets providing experiment power in the module are
CS IS This connector bracket provides the break between cons segment and experiment segment
for the airlock power harness. In short module configurationa this connector bracket is accessible
for experiments (e.g. experiment equipment attached to the High Quality Window/Viewport Assembly).
- CB 26 This connector bracket provides the power interface between Airlock and Space lab subsystem.	 j
If the airlock is not flown this connector bracket is accessible for experiments;
- CB 28 This connector bracket originally was foreseen for the power supply of the aft: airlock which
_	 has been deleted. This connector, bracket is always available in long module configurations (e.g. for












Figure 3.7 -- 2: Connector Location on CB 18
(3.7.1.2	 Pin Allocation of Experiment Power Connectors
Table 3.7.-1



















J 01 Exp. l7G I PWR Rtn 28 V OC NBOE 22-12 SNS NS 6	 E22-1 2 F PWR (twin 28 V DO 7 PNC PWR	 line) (Spec 40 M 39569
Rtn
B Phase A NBOE 12--10 SNSJ 03 Exp. AC C Phase B 115/200V 3 x 3 A NS 6	 E 12.-10Q Phase C rms rms {Spec. 40 M 39569 : PN
'J Neutral
WROPEAN SPACE AGENCY'ESA REF NO	 ISSUE :4
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3.7.1.3	 Electrical Power Output Characteristics
3.7.1.19.1	 DO Power
Voltage range	 22.4 - 32 V
Source impedance	 see para 3.9
All other characteristics	 same as given in pars 3.2.3.1
3.7.1.3.2	 AC Power
Voltage range	 106 - 120.5 V	 line-to-neutral
rms
183 - 210 V	 line-to-line
rcns
Source impedance : 	 see pars 3.9
All other characteristics	 same as given in pars 3.2.3.2
3.7.1.4	 Fusing
3.7.1.4.1
	 ©C Power Output
Same as 3.2.4.1 (J 12 )
3.7.1.4-2
	 .'AC Power Cutput







	 Conducted 1 misston on Power and Power Return Lines
e
3.7.1.7.1	 qC Power Lines
Same as 3.1.7.1
3.7.1.7.2	 AC Power Lines
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3.7.2	 Connector Bracket CB 26
3.7.2.1.	 Connector Location on CS 25





Figure 3.7 - 3: Connector Location on CB 26
i
t)
3.7.2.2	 Pin Allocation of Experiment Power Connector


















Exp. DC K PWR Rtn 2`, V OC
M PNR 7 AL
n]
PWR iLiin
Iine 23 V DC NEICE 14-12 SNS NB 6	 E
Rtn 14-12 PN
101
------- ----B -----Phse A ^_--T-
------- (Spec. (Spec.
Exp. AC A I	 Pnase B 40 M 395 ,39) 40M39569)115/200 V 3 x 3 ArmsH Phase C r mG Neutral
Exp. RAU C PWR
Supply 3 D RWR Rtn 28 V DC 10 A( no exp.
interface )
l
For DC power the use of both twinlines is necessary to accommoaate the maximum curre;ic.
3.7.2.3	 Electrical Power putout Characteristics
L





Figure 3.7 -- 4: Connector Location on C6 28
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3.7,3	 Connector BracketCEl 28
3.7.3.1	 Connector Location on CB 28













3.7.3.2	 Pin Allocation of Experiment Power Connector















d PWR 28 V DC NgOE NB 6 E
K PWR Rtn 7 A 14-12 SNS 14-12 FNExp. DC M PWR	
^wii 28 V DCL P" Rtindf (Spec. (Spec.
J11 ----- - - - --- --- ------ ------ °--^^ 40 M 39569) 40 M 32589 )
B Phase A 3 x 8 Arm
Exp. AC 'q Phase B 15/200 V
F 1 Phase. C
G Neutral
C ' ' I PWF-Exp. RAU
Supply 1 1) PVtR Fttn 28 V OC 10A( no exp.
tnterFace)


















( J 12 )
'i	 3.7.3.4.2 AC Power Output
Same as 3.2.4.2	 ( J 09 )
I
3.7.3.5 Sanding
Same as 3.1. 5 
k 3.7.3.6 Grounding
Same as 3. 1.6
3.7.3.7 Conducted Emission on Power and Power Return Lines
3.7.3.7.1 DC Power Lines
Same as 3.1.7. 1
3.7.3.7.2 AC Power Lines
Same as 3.1 .7.2
F^















3.9	 Steady State Impedances of the EPOS
The intention, of this par& is to provide the user with impedances to calculate voltage drops and voltage
levels up to and at the experiment power interface. The impedance figures shown in the following
sections are composed of harness impedance for supply and return line, connector, switch and internal
box impedances. The values given below are best estimates, except for the harness impedances which
are well tv.. an. Thp
 behaviour of the distribution system has not been reflected with respect to transients
and spikes, i.e. all figures are only valid for steady state conditions.
3.9 .1	 Impedances of the E'xpertnient Main OC Power Supply
The IOD - 2 - 05301 de'ines the on-orbit voltage level at the Orbiter/Spacelab interface (06 1 or CT3 41
respectively) for primary DO. The voltage level is specified to be within a range of 26.6 V - 32 V for
loads varying between 12 KW and 2 KW. However, the minimum value of 26.6 V is only preliminary.
For the harness impedance betwaon fuel cell and the Orbiter/Spacelab interface only tentative data is
available. Assuming 4.1 mil for this impedance the total impedance between the fuel cell and the branching
point of the subsystem and the experiment bus is 5.2 mil.
Voltage drops and harness losses up to this branching point can be calculated by taking into account the
total subsystem loads defined in Table 3 - 1i of the SPAR main volume plus the actual experiment loads.
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Figure 3.9 — 3 : Impedances of the Experiment DC Rower Supply — Shore Module
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ITEM IRI I R21R3 R4
{m a } I 0,1	 I 3,.1 I 2.9. ,15
EPSP
ITEM I	 RI I R2 R3 R4 IR5 RB I R7
{m f2 } 7.9 9.2 9.5 111.012.8 ,40.0 31.6










3. 9 .2	 impedances of the Experiment Essential Power Supply
The on--orbit voltage range at the Orbiter/5pacelab interface (OS 1 or CS41 ) is 25.7 V to 32V (see ICD-2-
05301). The path between CS 1 or 0841, respectively, and the emergency box (see Figure 3.9 -- 7 thru
3. 9 » 9) is common for subsystem emergency, subsystem essential and experiment essential power. Thus
subsystem loads have also to be considered to calculate the voltage level at the emergency box' output for
experiment essential power.
Figures 3. 9 - B thru G. 9 -10 depict the distribution impedances of the experiment essential power supply.
ITEM R1 RZ I R3 R4
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E3G1X	 R2	 CB16	 RB	 CB28
WORK IENCH RACK	 RACK •I	 RACKS	 RACK-2	 RACK-9	 RACK+11 V
ITEM I R9	 R2	 R3	 R0.	 R5	 R6	 R7 	 Rai m	 RIO
(m f2	 149 47.5 2 .9 1.39.4122.9189,4172.9 137.9 37.9 55.0
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Figure 3. 9 - 9: Impedances of the Experiment Essential Power Supply-Igloo
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Fig-.re 3.9 - 10:.Impeclarces of the Experiment Essential Power Supply - Elements
L_
A3-49
r	 I I	 s,
IThe power source for E;xpariment 400 Hz AC power is for normal loads the Experiment 400 Hz
inverter. Howevers in the case of minor experiment AC loads the experiment inverter may be
switchod'off and experiments will be supplied by the identical 5/8 inverter.
t
	
	 The impedances of the 400 Hz AC distribution system for experiments are shown in
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Figure 3.9 - 11:
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ITEM	 I R1 R2 R3 Ra RS R6
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Figure 3. 9 - 12: Impedances of the Experiment AC Power Supply - Long Module
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ITEM R1 R2 R3 R4
Im	 f2 1 1	 1 7 . 8 119 54,0
Ft,-ure 3.9 - 14: Impedances of the Experiment AC Pcwer Supply-Igloo
EXPERIMENTS/S INVERTER
ITEM I	 R1 I	 R2 I	 R3	 I	 R4 R5 46 ITEM I	 R1 R2 f R3
i(m n) 1 7.0 21.521.511.022.021.5 lm n 1 1 5.1 51C 1508
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3.10	 Dynamic Experiment Power Bus Impedances
3.10.1	 Experiment DC Main Bus
The dynamic source tmoedance of the Orbiter DC bus at the Spacelab interface plane is shown in Figures
3. 10 - 1 and 3.10 - 2, The Spacelab dyiamic bus inipedance as seen from the EPDS outlets is shown in
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Figure 3.10 - 2
	
Orbiter OC Power Source Impedance (In-Flight)
TBS
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3.10.2	 Experiment Essential Power Bus
The dynamic source impedance of the Orbiter auxiliary busses at the Orbiter / Space lab interface is the same





Experiment AC Power Bus
The dynamic AC paver bus impedance as seen from the experiment dedicated AC power outlets is shown :n
Figure 3.10 - 4 . This diagram depicts mainly the inverter source impedance above 1 kHz under minimum
and maximum load conditions.
The impedances below 1 KHz should be evaluated using the impedances given in para 3.9 .
100
	
I.	 I MINIMUM LOAD--t^
	

















The dynamic Orbiter DC source impedance at the AFD power distribution box interface plane is shown
in Figure 3.10 -- 2 . It is expected that the AFL] power distribution box itself' will provide only a negligible
contribution to the dynamic source impedance, as seen by the experiment.
•	 The dynamic Orbiter AC source impedance as seen from the AFL7 is still TBD.
fix,
4.	 COMMAND AND DATA MANAGEMENT SUBSYSTEM
4.1	 Experiment Remote Acquisition Unit (Experiment RAU)
4.1.1
	 Connector Location
Figure 4.1. -- 1 depicts the connector location of the experiment RAU. Three types of connectors are used, a
25-pole, a 38-pole and an 88-pole type.
25-pole connector (receptacle equipped with pins)
G311 P405-3P-B-12	 J 01, J 02,J19
3B-pole connector (receptacle equipped with pins)
GVIISW 038 BN RPFB	 J 04, J 09 , J 13 , J 16
GWSW 038 BV RPFS	 J 05 , J 14 , J17
GWSW 038 BW RPFB	 J 07, J 11, J 15, J 18
88-pole connector (receptacle equipped with pins)
GWSW 088 BN RPFB	 J 06, J 10
G1lVSW 088 BV RPFS	 J 03, J 08, J.12
These connectors are specified in the GSFC specifications:
GSFC-S--31 + -P4/5	 (appl. for G 311 P 405-Type)
GSFC-5-311-P4/1	 (appl. For GWSW-type)
The experiment RAU contains 19 connectors, however, the experiment may connect directly only to the
following connectors:
J 08, J 08, J 10, J 12
	
(Flexible inputs and ON/OFF Commands)
J 07, J 09, J 11, J 13
	 (ON/OFF Commands)
J 14, J 15, J 16, J 17	 (Serial POM Commands, Serial PCM Data, User Time Clock,
and User Time Clock Update)
L








J 01k I J W I^ J 06 ^ . J 14 J 16 J 11
j I J' J J 10 J 11
J07 j 11 J13 6 J17
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Figure 4.1 - 1: Experiment RAU Connector Location
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The function of each user connector is depicted in Table 4.1 — 1.
Table 4. 1 – 1: E=xperiment RAU User Connector Functions
Spacelab Experiment RAU Experiment
Not. Function. Receptacle Plug
108 GWSW 088 BN RPFB GWSW 088 BN PSHB
32 Flexible InputsJ 08 BV	 of BV	 to
4 ON/OFF CommandsJ 10 „	 BN	 n n	 BN
J 12 "	 BV	 n n	 EBV
J 07 GWSW 038 BW RPFB GWSW 088 BW PSHe
J 09 "	 BN	 " 11 	 "
12 ON/OFF CommandsJ	 11 „	 BAN	 ,r to	 gay	 rt
J 13 l BN	 " 01
J 14 Serial PCM Command GWSW 038 BV RPFB GWSW 038 BV PSHB
Channel (one)
J 15 Serial PCM Data "	 BW	 " "	 BW
Channel Co—)J 18 "	 BN	 " "	 BN
User Time Clock
J 17 Channel (one ) BV	 " "	 BV
In case that the experimenter. is responsiCle for the Experiment RAU accomodation, he has to
provide additionally the harness between the Experiment R A U and dedicated Spacelab CDMS and
EPOS connectors. This applies to the RAU connectors
J 01, J 02	 (Paver Interface)
J 03	 (Monitoring and Control)
J 04, J 05	 (CDMS Data/Command Bus)
J18	 (CDMS UTC bus)
jig	 (RAU Adress Connector)




As shown in `fable 4.1 - 1 the {EAU Experiment connectors have pin allocations that provide for
^,	 r	 Flexible Inputs
Twisted pair for each flax. input, 4 twisted pairs belonging to the same block address will
`	
have a common shield.
•	 ON/OFF Commands
Twisted shielded pair for each ON/OFF command output
•	 Serial PCM Commands
Twisted shielded pair for each serial RCM command and clock output.
•	 Serial PCM Data
Twisted shielded pair for each data input, request input,and clock output.
r	 User Time Clock
'twisted shielded pair,
 for each user time clock and user time clock update output.
For flexible input addresses, reference is made to pars 4.4.2.1 .4.2, Data Transfer, in the main volume
of SPAR. Table 4.1 - 2 depicts the cross references of connector notations, block addresses and channel
addresses.
ON/OFF command channels, serial PCM command channels and serial PCM data channels have. a channel
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4. 1 .2
	
Pin Allocation of Experiment RAU Connector-5 for Sign?-Is to/from Experiment
The pin allocation ii given in Table 4. 1 - 2 through 4. 1 - 4,
Table 4.1 - 2: Pin Allocation of RAU Connectors J 06, J OB, J 10, and J 12
i
















Addr.Not	 I	 Signal Code Function
1 ON/OFF CMD Line N/A 12 N/A Z8 N/A 44 N/A 60
Return
3 Shield
4 Flex. Input Line 0 0• O 1 4 64• 4 65
5 Return I I
6 Flex. Input Line 2 I 3 66 67
7 Return
8 Flex. Input 1_ine 4 I 5 68 69
9 Return
10 Flex, Input Line 6 I 7 70 71
11 Return
12 Flex, Input Line 8 9 72 73
13 Return I
14 Flex. Input Line 10 11 74 75
15 Return
16 Flex. Input Line 12 13 76 77
17 Return 0 0 1 4	 1 4
18 SlozK Shield Shield N/A13
N/A N/A N/A
19 ON/OFFC,,AD Llna N/A N/A 79 N/A 45 N/A 61
20 Return
21 Shield
22 Spare I _
- 23 Slcck Shield Shield N/A N/A. N/A N/A
24 Flex. Input Line 0 14 O 15 c 7P 4 79
25 Return
26 Flex. Input Line 1 16 • 1 17 5 90 • 5 81
27 Return '
28 Flex. Input Line ^ 1B 19 I 62 83
28 Return
30 Flex. Input Line 20 21 84 85
21 Return
G2 Fl-3x. Input Line 22 23 "6 iy733 Return
34 Flex. ?nput Line } 24 25
1
138 y 89
35 Return 1	 1 1 5 1	 5
36 Block Shield Shield N/A N/A N/A N/A
37 CoflfiectCover Shield
38 CornectCover Sh ield
39 Block Shield Shield N/A. N/A N/A N/A
40 Block Shield Shield N/A N/A N/A N/A
41 Flex. Input Llne 1	 26 1 27 5 90 5 91
42 Return
I43 Flox. Input Line 28 29 92 I 93
44 Return
45 Flex. Input Line 30 17 31 94 t 95




• This bit will be transfered as M°B for discrete black scan.
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Table 4.1 - 2 : °in Allocation List or RAU Connectors J o6, J 08, J 10 and J 12(Cont , d)
Pin J 06 108 J10 J 12
No[.
Signal Code Functim
Block Cn'nl Block Ch'nl Block Ch'n! Block ['h'nlAdd,-. Addr, Addr, Addr. Addr, A1dr. Addr. Addr,
47 Flex. Input Line 2 32 a 2 33 6 96 * 6 97
48 Ret. ,(-n f49 Flex. Input L ina I 34 35 98 99
50 urRetn I51 Flex. Input Line + 36 :37 100 + 101
52 Return 2 _ 2	 1 6 0




57 Block Shield Shield +jA N/ N/A N/A
53 Flex. Input Line 2 38 2 39 6 102 6 103
59 Return i
50 Flex. Input Line 40 41 104 105
61 Return
62 Fiex. Lnput Line 42 43 106 107
63 Return
64 Flex. Input Line 4-1 I 45 108 109
63 Return
66 Flex. Input Line 46 47 110 111
67 Return 2 2 6 6
68 Flex. Input Line 3 48 * 3 49 7 112* 7 113
69 Return
70 Block shtelr. Shield N/A N/A fI A N/A
71 ON/OFFCMD Line N/A 15 N/A 31 N/A 47 N/A 63
72 Rot%-rn
73 Shield
74 Flex. Input L ine 3 50 3 51 7 114 7 115
75 Return 1
75 Flex. Input Line `2 53 116 I 117
77 Return
78 F'.ex. Input Lire 54 55 118 119
79 Return
80 Flex. Input Line 56 57 120 12181 Return
82 Flex. Input Line 58 59 122 12383 Return l84 Flex. Input Line ` 60 61 1P4 12585 Return
86 Flex. Input Line 1 62 63 126 12787 Return 13 3 1 T 7
88 Block Shield Shield N/A N/A N/A I N/A
V This bit will be transfered as MSB for discrete block scan.
l.^
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Table 4,1 -- 3 , Pin Allocation '—Let of RAi_P Connector J 07, J 09, J 11 and J 13
Pin 5i9n^L Code Function	 T	 Channel AddressNO'_. —
J07	 109	 111	 J13
1 ON/OFF CMD Lirm 0 16 32 48
2 Return
9 Shield
3 Line 1 17 33 49
4 Return
12 Shield
8 L ine 2 18 34 50
6 Return
13 Shield
7 Line 3 19 35 51
8 Return
is Shieid
10 Line 4 20 36 52
24 Return
17 Shield
11 Line 5 21 37 53
25 Return
19 Shieid
14 Line 6 22 38 54
26 Return
20 Shield
31 Line 7 2:J 39 55
32 Return
23 Shield
33 Lino a 24 4C 56
34 Return
26 Shield
35 Line 9 25 41 57
36 Return
27 Shield
37 Lin° 10 26 42 58
38 Return
30 Shield
i5 1 Line 11 27 43 5929 Return22 Shield
21 Connnecior Cover Shiei 7 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Shield
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Pin Signal Code Function Input CK innel Address Electrical	 l
J 14 15 J 16 J 17Not. Output Characterist.
Section
3 5er:al PCM Command Line 0 0 1 2 3 4.1 .3.3.1
4 Return
12 Shield
5 Serial PCM CMD QLock Line O 0 1 2 3 4.1 .3.3.2
6 Return
13 Shield
33 Serial PCM Data Line 1 0 1 2 3 4.1 .3.4.1
34 Return
26 Shield
35 Serial PCM Data Clock Line p 0 i 3 3 4.1.3.4.2
36 Return
27 Shield
11 Serial FCM Data Request Line i 0 1 2 3 4.1 .3.4.3
25 Return A19 1 Shield
14 User Time Clock Line p UTC 0 UTC 1 UTC 2 UTC 3 4.1 .3.5. 1
28 Return
20 Shield





21 Connector Cover Shisld Shield N/A N/A N/A N/A N/ N/A
Note : The remaining 16 pins are spare pins
A4.1-8
.J
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4.1 .3	 Input/output Characteristics
Section 4.1.3 describes the experiment RAU input/output circuits to provide the user with sufficient informa-
tion to adapt the experiment signal driver/receiver characteristics jincLuding cabling) to the RAU signal
receiver/driver characteristics.
4.1.3.1	 Flexible inputs
As depicted in f=igure 4.1 - 2 all flexible inputs are connected to a differential analog multiplexer system with
RCN 2.0 k () For each tine.
if the user signal is handled as a discrete, it will be discriminated by a comparator, as shown in Figure 4.1-3.
If handled as an analog signal, the signal will pass a second differential multiplexer (see Figure 4.1 -2) and
will be fed to the input of an instrumentation amplifier depicted in Figure 4.1 - 4.
The RAU electrical Input characteristics (specification values ) as well as the user output characteristics
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1O Input amplifier for discrete signals

















































This diagram does not •eflect the multiplexer addressing scheme
MulCi.3le>.er :	 HI 1-507A-t5; R ON F 2.4 kf2 fcP each line























	 IC 1 LM 110 FI
I	 Ic z: LM 119  F
} 15 V




Figure 4.1 -• ti: Input Amplifier for Discrete Signals
I	 SAMPI --/HOLD
Input Buffer Amplifier 	 IE	 R
I
4.7 Mi1	 I	 I--_	 ,--^_--_.-.















E	 R	 4.7 nil'
E	 R = 5.11 kQ
I	 IR 1 : LM 110 F
S/H switch Control 	 E	 IC 2 HA 1 - 2420 - 2(
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Table 4.1 - 5: Input /Output Characteristics of Experiment RAU -'laxible Input
RAU Flexible Input Characteristics Experiment Driver Characteristics that will ensure
(Specification Values) proper function
Input protection: 	 the Rakj input will with- Fault voltage ano
stand the application of current emission: + 15 V max , + 15 m A
max + 15 V and + 15 mA
line-to-tine and line-t ±-
gr-JUnd
Fault voltage and current	 + 15 V max , + 15rnA as E Output protection: the experiment output shall
emission:	 result of any single point withstand the ?application of
failure + 15 V and + 15 m A
Input isotatton,pawer on :1 Mfg rnin:mum line-to-ground Output grounding: connected to experiment signal
shunted with 1 .6 nF maximum ground
power off: same ?is --;)wer on
Wire shield reference: -
	
RAU chassis grnund Wire shield reference: TBD
Gable typet TSP,	 <10 m
Input impedance Output impedance: R 	 = 1 K	 max.at DC to 500 He
Power on ; Ri = 500 KQ minimum greater impedance degrades
line-to line shunted aecuracy according tovoltage drop U
	
Fl	 / (Fco + FL o	 i)
with 200 pF maximum
Driving capability: 50 k0 in parallel with 2.5 n 
P_vewer off : 2 knminimum line-to-
line, (measured line-to-
line with a differential sig-
nal of 5 V and a common
mode signal of 5 V)
Used as anvlOg input:
Input type: differential, isolated Output type: balanced (unbalanced and single
ended signals are also accept-
able but will degrade RAU per-
formance)
Full scale analog voltage Fu11 scale voltage
range: - S.12 V to + 5.08 range: - 5.12 V to + 5.08 V
Conversion resolution: 7 bit + sign (see Table
cT.ommon mode voltage- + 6 V mG	 4.1  - 6)x Common made voltage: +_ 1 V max (+ 	 !causes
degraded performan:e)
Common mode re)ection 2--40 dB between DC and
ratio: 500 Hz, decreasing with
G dB/octave above 500 H2
Sampling window: 5 rs Bandwidth to be selected according.
to the sampling rate
- 3 dS frequency: TBD
Roll-off rate: TBp
Used as discrete input:
^-
Input Type: differential, isolated Output type: single ended or balanced
Digitial `zero' level: - 0 .5 V to + 2.0 V Digital	 zero' level: - 0.5 V to + 0, 5 V
Digital
	 'one'	 level: + 2.5 V to + 6.0 V Digital 'one'	 level: + -1.0 V to + 6.0 V
Common mode voltage: TBD Common made voltage: TSD
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'fable 4 - 1 - 6: Characteristics of the RAU Analog -- to - Digital Gonverter




'+ 20 mV max.
+ 10 m V max.
50 ppm/oC max.( 10 ppm/ C typ.)
0.6 % of full scale
(assurnin^ ± i V commo :-i mrJe voltage)
i	 Coding
ADC	 Output Bit Pattern
Sign B T 1	 6 B 5 8 4 B 3 B 2 B 1
LS B
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
+0.05
	 <	 V S + 0.10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
+0,02	 <	 U	 +0.06 0 O O 0 0 0 0 1
- 0.02	 <	 U<+ 0,02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-0.06	 <	 U- 0.02 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1
-0.10
	
<	 U E- 0.06 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
-0.14	 <	 U G - 0.10 1 1 1 1 1 1 O 1
- 5.06
	 <	 U- 5.02 1 O O 0 0	 l 0 1 O
-
5.10
	 <	 U- 5.06 1 0 0 0 0 O 0 1
E	 U-	 5.10
4
1	 1 0 O 0 0 0 0 p




	 [ U S+ 5.06
+ 4,98
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Each RAU offers 84 ON/OFF command channels to the user with signal characteristics listed in Table 4.1--7.









iISEIPALL TIME : 0.1 13I-T-10011%
Nate: Transition occurs only after the RAU has received an instruction from the computer.
Figure 4.1 - 5: Shape of an RAU ON/OFF Command
The voltage level of a specific ON/OFF command output channel is determined by the type of the last
ON/OFF command related instruction word sent from the experiment I/O-unit to the experiment RAU
addressed. Therefore, a. software initiated request is necessary in order to change the command output
status. The RAU Itself does not limit the duration of the ON status. However, the ECOS software provides two
types of ON/OFF commands-
- pulse commands
The ON/OFF command is reset to zero automatically after 100 ms,
thus prbviding a pulse OF 100 ms length
- level commands
'ihe ON/OFF commend is set to a certain level (1' or '0 ) and will
stay there until user aonlication software initiates a change
The total number of ` ON' commands is .limited by the RAU. design, which allows 0.8 A for all ON/ OFF
command drivers, but does not provide any protection for loads above 0.8 A. As a consequence, the
user is restricted to the following actual limits ;
o 32 commands at 25 mA load current at the same time..









The RAU output circuit for ON/OFF commands is shown in Figure 4.1 - 5 with a measured drivEng characteri-






1 1/2 Mq 3467E	 I
I	 I
3.3 kn !	 E
L--'	 Signal Line
Cl] 4049	 5.8 ki)	 to experimentON/OFF CMD receiver
Return Line
Figure 4.1 - 6: ON/OFF Command Driver
I
RAU ON / OFF command output characteristics Experiment receiver characteristics
( Specification values) that will ensure proper function
Output protection: The output will withstand Fault voltage and current emission: 15 V max and
the application of d: 15 mA max15 V max and d: 15 mA max
Fault voltage 9 V max.ltne-to-ground Fault voltage protection : + 15 V
emission as a result of any single line-to-ground
point failure
Fault current : 50 mAmax.in case of Fault current protection : + 15 mA
either output transistor
short-circuited or extern-
al short circuit to RAU
Cable types YSF or twisted shielded
mutticanductor cable
<10m
Wire shield r sference: RAU chassis ground Wire shield reFerence: T 313
Output grounding : Connected to RAU signal Input isolation : 1 M Q min line-to-ground
ground shunted with 1 nF max
Output type Single ended Input type e.g. diff. amplifier,
opto coupler, relais.
Digital `zero 'levei : 0± 0.5 V Digital 'zero'level + 2.0 V Digital bne' lave..: +5 ±1.0V Digital bne' level ^ + 2.5 V
}
Common mode rejection-: +10V 
DC to 400 Hz ltne-to-
ground shall not activate
receiver circuits
Signal shape : constant level or
100 ms pulses
Rise/fall time O.1 to 100 Ps
between 10°/, and 90%:
at a load of i0 k(2 in parr
allet with 1 nF
Driving capability: 25 mA per output Input current
(see Fig. 4.1 -- 7) alternatively used pairs of
and cmd channels.: 20 mA
600 mA in total for all independently. used crrid channels-. 10 mA64 outputs
^I
L^
The RAU Serial PCM Command Channel comprises a serial command output with associated clock output.
Figure 4.1 -- 8 depicts a time diagram of command and clock signals.
•	 As shown iri Figure 4.1-13 the main characteristics are:
r	 Each serial command word consists of 16 data bits and an odd. parity bit (NRZ-L code}
i.e, the 17th bit has to be generated such that the total number of bnes'is odd.
a	 Command words are separated by a 3 i►s gap
r
s	 The clock is delivered in bursts of 17 clock pulses
e	 The trailing edge of each clock pulse will be in the middle + 10 % of each command bit.
s	 Far prover saving reasons clock and data are delivered as tristate level signals.
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4.1 .3.3.1	 Serial PCM Command Output
Figure 4 . 1 - 9 depicEs the R .AU serial PCM command driver
46V
NRZ-L DATA
- —^— — 2
(OR CLOCK I 1	 1







1 K A RETURN LINE
1
IC 1









NRZ-L DATA 1___..L13____	 ?J(OR CLOCKI
IMF
+ 6.6 V p ,,I
+6V
IC 1: 114 MO 3467
IC 2: SN6&4506
i
Figure 4.1 - 9:
	
Serial FCM Command Driver
The characteristics of this driver as well as the recommended receiver on the user 's site is given in Table
4.1-8.
P 4.1 - 19
-RAU serial PCM command output Experiment differential line receiver
(specification values) characteristics that will ensure proper, functions




+ 15 V max.,+150mA/-15n-iA
max. as a result of any
Input protection: the input will withstand
the application of 'x'15 V
single-point failure and +150nA/-15mA
Cable type: TSP,75 n ) S 10 m
Wire shield reference: RAU chassis ground Wire shield reference: T8D
Output grounding: Connected to RAU signal Input isolation: 1 MOrninimum line-to-
ground ground shunted with
1 n F maximum
Output type: complementary Input type: differential
Digital 'one' level. Digital bne' level : + 2.0 V to + 8.0 V
line-to-ground: + 2.5 to + 4.5 V line-to-line
return line-to-
ground; - 0.5 to + 0.5 V
Digital 'zero' level Digital `zero' level- - 2.0 V to - 8.0 V
line-to-ground: - 0.5 to + 0.5 V ltne-to-line
return line-to-
ground: + 2.5 to + 4.5 V
Tristate level: when the PCM output is not
addressed (see Figure 4. 1-9),
signal and return line have
high resistance against
signal ground
Threshold: 0 + 0.5 V tine-to-line
Common mode rejection: 10 V peak, OC to 2 MHz
line-to-ground on




signal ling and return
line; see Figure 4.1 -10 
Rise/fall time: C 150 n s line-to- line (see Rtse/ fall time: C200 n 	 (measured be-
Figure 4 .1-10)(measured be- tween 10 and 90 % of the
tween I f) and 80 % of the peak peak signal values an a
signal values on a load of load impedance of 7512
750 + 10 % in parallel with +10%) 
0.5nF+10%




Output impedance: 75()+10% Input impedance: 75Q+ 10 % in parallel
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4. 1.3.3.2	 Serial PCM Command Clock Output
Same characteristics as given in Section 4.1 .3.3.1 besides:




F=requency:	 t MHz + O. 1 7. over each period



















Figure 4.1 - 10:	 Phase Relation Diagram









OPERATION CODE ID FIELD




	 ( HIGH ORDER 1
226	 BINARY 216
MILLISECONDS OF DAY ( LOW ORDER
215 BINARY 20
FRACTIONAL MILLISECONDS
2-1 1 BINARY	 2'
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4.1.3.3-9
	
Serial PCM Command Standard Messages
The design requirements for the Experiment Computer Operating System ( E:COS ) , develapped by
NASA, contain basic software which allows the user to initiate Standard Synchronous Serial F ALI
Output Messages. These messages are called by statements included in the users Flight Application
Sofhwarp . The formats of GMT, Navigation and Attitude messages are depicted in Tables 4.1 -9,
4.1 -10 and 4.1-11.
i
e All 5 words are sent to the user
s Time in this message is the GMT of the next subsequent occurence of a 4 pps
UTC update signal
a E'COS schedules the arrival of GMT message not later then 10 ms prior to a 4 pps
signal occurence
	 j
• GMT message can be transmitted once per second
LEUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY	 ISSUE :1
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Table 4.1 — 10: EGOS STANDARD SVNCHRONOUS SERIAL NAVIGATION MESSAGE FORMAT





0 1	 7	 3	 4	 6	 6	 7 6	 8	 10 11	 12	 15	 14	 15
11PERATION CODE ID FIELD
1 1 1	 7	 1	 0	 0	 0	 0 0	 0	 4 0	 1	 0	 0	 0






6 6 C1	 C7 MI
— Ma
7 X C m M6 M24
n M26 M40
0 M41 MSa














5 C1	 C7 M1
M58
M610
Is ; M9 M24
20 r''I
J




Cl	 C? Ml M6
23 Mot - -	 -	 - -	 -	 M24
The representation of a real number x in the above format is as rottowsl
X = (-1)S - M • 16 C: - 64 With
S - sign (1 = negative, 0 - positive)
M= mantissa (M=M1. 2 n - 1 +M2. 2n-2+	
. +M n• 2 0)
C = characteristic (C ; 0 1 - 2 m - 1 +0 2.  2 m - 2 * ^ ^ & .	 + Cm. 20 )
[x i Orbiter position vector at GMT expressed in meters.
Y = The coordinates are given In a Greenwich Tru of Data (Greenwich TOD)
g9ecenLric inertial coordinate system
X	 Orbiter velocity vector at GMT. 'The dimensions are m/s
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0 1 2	 3	 4	 5	 5	 7 e	 9	 1D	 11	 12 13	 74	 15
OPERATION CODE ID FIELD
1 1 1 1	 1	 D	 0	 D	 D 0	 0	 D	 0	 1 0	 D	 1
2 9 C1 C2	 C3	 Ca	 C5	 Ce	 C7 M1 M2 M3 	M4 M7 Me M7 Me





S C, C'7 M1 Me
7 0 119 Mta
e
ATT ^ [rad^ S C1 C7 I4 1 MO
0 M9 1424
10 ATT $ ^,^] g C 1 C7 Q, Ma
21 Mi M24
12 w	 am,`L S C 2 C7 M 1 Ma 





S C 1 C7 M1 1SE
15 tA9 --	 — - ----M2!
18
"z
5 Ct C7 MI Me
17 Mg M24
The representation of a real number x in the above format is as Follows;
X = (-1)5 S. M P 16 C - 64 with
S = sign (1 = negative, 0 = positive)
M = mantissa (M = M 1 . 2 n - 1 + M2 • 2 n - 2 +	 + Mn. 2 0 )




GMT =Greenwich Mean Time expressed in seconds.
ATTq'
ATTw = Orbiter attitude vector at GMT in a Greenwich TOD coordinate system.
ATf A
Wx	 Orbiter angular velocity vector given with respect to the
c,7y	
= Orbiter coordinate system.
wZ
l.^	 I
A 4.1 - 24
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	4. 1.3.4	 Serial PCAA Data Channel
Each experiment RAU serial PCM data channel comprises
	
•	 one RAU input for experiment data request line
	
o	 one RAU input for serial experiment data line
	
P	 one RAU output For data clock line
As shown in Figure 4.1-11 the Serial PCM Data Channel has the following main characteristics:
0 Serial data transfer from the user to the experiment RAU, is only possible if the user pro-
vided Serial PCM Data Request shows a 'one' level. The RAU will handle this experiment
provided signal as a discrete. Figure 4.1-11 shows that the strobe points are selected to
check the status of the request line during the 17 th clock pulse, i.e. every time the request
line has a high level during the 17 th clock pulse the following Full data word will be read by
the RAU. The FcAU characteristics for this signal are specified in para. 4.1 .3.4.3,
	
r	 Each serial data word (NRZ-L_ code) consists of 18 data bits and an odd parity bit. (The 17th
bit has to be generated such that the total number of'ones' is odd.) The first bit of a data
word delivered by the user to the RAU will be stored as MSB in the Experiment computer.
Succeeding data words are separated by a gap of 3 p s duration. The RAU input character -
isttcs are specified in Section 4.1 .3.4. 1.
	
•	 The data transfer from the user to the RAU is controlled by the RAU provided serial PCM
data clock. The serial PCM clock is delivered by the RAU as a tristate level signal. The RAU
clock output characteristics are specified in para 4.1 .3.4.2 .
`	 •	 Figure 4.1-11 shows the required phase relationship between RAU delivered clock and
experiment provided data signals assuming a cable of up to 10 m. The first data bit has
to be present at the experiment output at least 600 ns before the first clock pulse
arrives at the experiment input.
A 4,1 - 27
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Required phase relationship at experiment input/output assuming a RAU experiment cable length of up to 10 m.







	4. 1.3.4.1	 Serial PCM Data Input
Figure 4.1 - 12 depicts the RAU receiver for the experiment provided serial +CM data signals and data
request signals. The Input/Output characteristics are shown in Table 4.1-12.
I	 4.1 .3.4.2	 Serial PCM Data Clock Output
i
Same input/output characteristics as given in para. 4. 1.3.3.2.
	
4.1.3.4.3	 Serial PCM Data Request Input
Same input/output characteristtcs as given in para. 4.1.3.1 for discretes









PCM DATA REQUEST OUTPUT
RETURN LINE
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Figure 4.1 -- 12: Receiver f,^:' Experiment Serial PCM Data and Data Request
The specified RAU serial data receiver characteristics as wall as the recommended experiment line driver.
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Table 4.1 - 1 2	 Input /Output Characteristics of the Experiment RAU Seriai PCM Data Input
RAU differential lire receiver characteristics Experiment complementary output driver characteristics
(specification values) tha. will ensure proper Function
Fault voltage and current Output protection: + 15 V
emission: + 15 V -
Input protection: The input wilt withstand th'a Fault voltage and current + 15V max. ,+ 15 mA
application of + 10 V an& emission: max, as a result of
+10 m A max. any single point
Failure
Cables TSP,75 n ,.<10 m
Sire shield reference: RAU chassis ground Wire shield reference: TEID
Input isolation: 1 Mfg minimum line - to - Output grounding: connected to expert-
ground shunted with 1 .enF ment signal ground
maximum
Input type: differential Output type: complementary
Digital `one': + 2.0 V to + 6.0 V line-to- Digital `one' level
line line-to-ground: + 2.5 to +4.5 V
return line-to-ground: - 015 to + O.5 V
Digital 'zero': - 2.0 V to - 6.0 V line-to- Digital `zero' level
line line-to-ground: - 0.5 to + 0.5 V
return Ilne-to-ground: + 2.5 to + 4.5 V
Threshold: 0 + 0.5 V tine-to--tine
Common mode mjection; ±e V peak, DC toTBD Hz
line-to-ground on signal and
return line will not activate
receiver circuit
Rise/fall time: -C 200 n 
	 (measured between Rise/fall time: <150 ns line-to-
10 and 90 % of the peak sig- line (measured be--
nal values on a load impe- tween 10 and 90 % of
dance of 75f) + 10 %) the peak signal values
on a load of 750 + 10 %
in parallel with 075 n F
+ 10 %)
Distortion (overshoot, ringing): 0.25 V peak line-to-
ground positive
0.15 V peak line-to-
ground negative
Input impedance: 7507 + 10 % in parallel with Output impedance: 0 to 830
0.2 nF
Driving capability: the PCM output shall be
able to drive a load of
754 + 10 % in parallel
with 1 n F
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Figure 4.1 - 14:
Experiment RAU User







4.1.3.f:	User Time Clock Channel
The experiment RAU User Time Clock Channel comprises the RAU User Time Clock (UTC) and Use- Time
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Figure 4.1 - 13: RAU User Time Clock Channel Signals
The UTC output delivers a continuous 1024 .kHz square wave signal with characteristics specified in
pars 4.1 . 3.5.1. The UTC update delivers a !Durst of four UTC clock pulses every 250 m s, The signal
characteristics are specified in para 4.1 .3.5.2.
Each PCM command and data channel with the same address is associated with an UTC channel.
Address and channel notation are the same ,e.g. one PCM command , data and UTC channel have
the same notation and are routed to the same RAU connector.
4.1 .3.5.1	 User Time Clock Output





SECTION 4.1.3,3.1 	 i
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As depicted in Figure 4 . 1 - 14.one complementary line driver,
 supplies --vo outputs in parallel, e.g. UTC
Channel No 0 and 1 , respectively, No 2 and 3 have a common line driver. Therefore, the RAU output character-
istics given in Para 4.1 .3.3.1 have to be modified in respect to the following characteristics:
Output Yol[ase Characteristics
0 Both outputs connected to a load of 7552 + 10 %
Digital "High"
i	 stgnalitne-to-ground 	 t2.5 V to +4.5 V
return line-co-ground	 -0.5 V to +1.5 V
Digital "Lan+"
signal line -to-ground	 -0.5 V to +1.5 V
return line-to-ground	 +2.5 V to +4.5 V
a One output connected to a load of 7552+ 10 % the second one not loaded
same characteristics
o Cne output connected to a load of 750t %, the second one has a short circult
'	 (abnormal operation)
ltne-to- line	 not specified
Z1.0 V actual value
Additional Characteristics
Frequency: 1024 kHz + 0.1
Wave form: square wave
Duty cycle: 0.5+0.05
Short term stability: one part in 1010
Lang term stability: one part in 1010
The experiment input characteristics of para 4.1 .3.3.1 can be applied
4.1.3.5.2
	 User Time Clock Update Output
Same input/output characteristics as specified in pars 4.1.3 . 5.1 besides:
Each FAU UTC update output delivers to the expertmenter a burst of four UTC clock pulses every 250 ms.
The leading edges of clock and associated update clock pulses will have a maximum phase shift corrspondtng
tod50ns .






























The RAU has,if disconnected from the primary DC power supply,a galvanic isolation impedance of at least
1 MQ (DC to 25 Hz) between primary power ground and chassis &s well as secondary power ground and signal
;Iround.
Secondary power ground, signal ground and wire shields are referenced to Spacelab structure. ON/OFF
command outputs are referenced to RAU signal ground (see Figure 4.1 - 15).
Note: R ;1 MS2 shunted with -1 ,6nF
Figure 4.1 - 15: Experiment RAU Grounding Schematics
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4.1.6
	
Conducted Emission on Signal and Signal Return Lines
•	 Flexible InW Data Lines, ON/OFF Command Lines
The maximum in'srj%5lly generated noise level at the RAU inputs/outputs .will not exceed
20 m Vpp when measured within a bandwidth of 30 Hz to 7 MHz (Specification).
a	 Serial PCM Data,Command,and Clock Lines
The maximum internally generated noise level at the RAU inputs/outputs will not exceed
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4.	 High Data Rate Assembly
The high data rate assembly parts interfacing with the experiments are the HRM, to which experiment flight
equipment is connected, and the HRDM, to which the respective experiment GSE is connected an the ground.
4.2.1	 High Rate Multiplexer (HRM)
Experiment serial Bata channels may be connected to the following HRM inputs
	
•	 2 direct access channels
	• 	 16 experiment channels
Three HRM outputs provide the exF ariment with HRM sync signals
	
•	 1 HRM Frame sync pulse
	
s	 1 HRM format sync pulse
	a 	 1 HRM format change signal
	
4.2.1.1	 interface for Module Configurations
4.2.1 .1 .1	 Connector Location
In the Spacelab module conFigurations, the interface is at connector bracket C8 50 (see Appendix 8,
pare 3.8.1). The specific connector location at CS 50 is given in Figure 4.2 - 1,
r-44
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4.2.t.1.2	 Pin Allocation
For the CS 50 interface the connector,
 types and functions are specified in Table 4,2 - 1. The pin
allocation is the same for all the serial data input connectors J 41 thru J 58.
"Cable 4.2 - 1 : Connector Functions on CB 50
Connector Notation Function S/1- Connector Type Exp. Connector Type
J 41 Exp. 1 Data + Clock NLS OT 8-35 -SN NLS SGT 6-35 PN
J 42 $0 	 11	 to NLS OT 8-35 SA NLS SGT 8-'35 PA
J 43 It	 311	 11 N LS OT 8-35 SO NLS 6GT 8-35 PD
J 44 or	 4	 11 NLS OT 8-35 SN NLS 6GT 8-35 PN
J 45 "	 5 11	 It OT 8-35 SA NLS 6GT 8-35 PA
J 46 "	 S '*	 11 NLS OT 8-35S0 NLS SGT 8-35 PD
J 47 "	 7 '+	 11 NLS OT 8-35 SN NLS SGT 8-.35 PN
J 48 it	 8 11 	 f1 NLS OT 8-35 SA NLS 6GT 8-35 PA
J 49 11	 gig	 to OT 8-35 SD Mi -S 6GT 6-35 PD
J 50 It 	 "	 " NLC OT 8L-85 SN NL-S 6GT a-35 PN
J 5 1 It 	 1	 "	 " NLS OT 8-35 SA NLS SOT 8-35 PA
J 52 it	 12 °	 1, NLS OT 8-35 SD NLS 6GT 8-35 PD
J 53 `1	 13	 11	 It OT 8-35 SN NLS 5GT 8-35 PN
J 54 It	 14	 "	 11 NLS OT 8-35 SA NLS SGT 8 •-35 PA
J 55 to	 1 511
	 " NLS OT 8-35 SD NLS 6GT8--35 PD
J 58 71	 16 11	 it NLS OT B-35 SN NLS SGT 8-35 PN
J 57 DACH 1 11	 11 NLS OT 8-35 SA NLS 6GT 8-35 PA
J 58 DACH2 11 	 11 N4$ OT 8-35 SP. NLS SGT 8-35 PD
J 59 Sync Pulses NLS OT 12-35 SN NLS 6OT 12-35 PN




Not n Signal Code Function Wire
EMC
Class Rauted
5 Signal '2 TSP IV to
J 41 1 Exp Data Return HRM
thru 6 Shield Q4 AWG
2 SignalJ 58 125 Q
4 F.,.xp Clock Return
3 Shield
7 Signal 3 TSP
18 Frame Sync Pulse Return IV
9 Shield 24 AWG
2 Signal 7552 from
J 59' 15 Format Sync Pulse Return HRM
1 Shield
14 Signal
21 Format Change Signal Return
13 Shield
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4.2.1.2	 Interface for Pullet e OnlyCanftguratians
4.2.1.2.1	 Connector Locatton
In the Spaceiab pallet only configurations, the interface is at the Igloo feedthrough CB 42 (see Appendix B,
para 4.4.3)
The connector location is TOD
4.2.1.2.2
	 Pin Altocatton
The pin allocation is TBD
i
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	 Direct Access and Experiment Channels
The direct access channel and experiment channel inputs are electrically identical. The serial input data
have to be delivered in the code NRZ-L plus clock. The electrical characteristics are described in
Tables 4 . 2-3 and 4.2-4 while Figure 4.2-2 gives a definition of the characteristics used in these tables.
^+ -112 BIT-+
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i
The input circuit, which is the same for data and for clock, is given in Figure 4.2 - 3 . The design of the
experiment / HRM links, which may be as long as 50 m , is tY.4sed an a 1250 TSP cable, Type Gore GSC 1620.
The Input/output characteristics of the experiment / HRM links are listed in Table 4.2 - 3 .
Figure 4.2 - 3 : HRM Input Circuit
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Table 4.2 _ 3: Input/ Output Characteristics of HRM Experiment Dedicated Input Channels
HRM input characteristics for experiment and Experiment line driver output characteristics that will
Direct Access Channels ensure proper Function
Input overvoltage protection Fault voltage and current + 10 V -30 mA to + 100 mA
line--to-ground -15V to	 +32V emission-
line-to- tine 5 V
Max. fault voltage and Input protection
current	 emission ± 10 V, + 10 mA line-to--ground : ±10V 
line-to-line TSD V
Wire shield reference HRM chassis ground Wire shield reFerence Experiment chassis
Input isolation 1 MSS min line-to- Output grounding	 : connected to experiment
ground shunted with signal ground
3 nF
Input type differentcal, Output type complementary
DC coupled
Differential input voltage. Differential output voltage >-0.8 V , C TSD V
0.5V to 1.5V 
Differential input voltage
offset 6 100 m V
Common mode vcatage Common mode output + 0.5 V
range ( Uin= 0.8 V) + 3 V voltage
Input impedance line-to- Output impedance	 , equivalent to 8 mA current
line 12552	 : 10% source
Max. Phase Shift between Man. Phase Shift between clock and
clock and data (see Figure data at driver, output
4.2-2	 ) at receiver input
including transmitter and
cable offset Direct access channels : ± 2 ns 
Direct access channels : ;L3.5  ns Experiment channels"
	 : + 8 % of bit period
Experiment channels + 24 % of bit period
Rise and fall time at re- Rise and Fail time at driver output
ceiver input between between 10% and 90%
10% and 90%
Direct access channels : 6 3.5 ns Direct access channels :!F3.5 ns
Experiment channels 15 17.5% of bit period Experiment channels 17.5 % of bit period
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Experiment clock requirements
•	 Clock duty cycle error including jitter, at receiver inputs	 + Ic%(see Figure 4.2-2)
a	 Clock stability
Direct access channel s 	 i6-4
Experiment channel
word pattern transparency mode	 random
Normal mode HR17M output frequencies jumping between
outand out :E 2.5% :	 ± 0.3
Normal mode HRDM output fr%aquencies jumping between
	 I %
fout72. s
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4, 2.1.3, 2	 HRM Frame Pulse
The Prame pulse leading edge is synchronized with the beginning of each Frame. The pulse duration t is
t = 2 words =
	
	
2X 16 _ _ bits]_
HRM output rate bits/s]
The electrical output characteristics are given in Table 4.2 - 4 ,
Table 4.2 - 4: Input/Output Characteristics of HRM Frame Pulse
HRM Frame Pulse Output Characteristics Experiment Receiver Input Characteristics
that will ensure proper function
Output protection: + 15 V Fault voltage and currant
emission: + 15 V, + 15 m A
Fault voltage and
current emission: + 10 V, + 10 m A Input protection: + 15 V, + 15 m A
Output grounding: connected to HRM signal Input isolation: i MC)minimu:n line-to-
gro4nd ground shunted with
1nF
Wire shield reference: HRM chassis ground Wire shield reference: Chassis Ground
Output type: singl-I ended Input type: difFerential
Output impedance: 200C}maximum at DC in Input impedance: ?50 K0in parallel with
either logic state line-to-line 2.5 n F
Digital	 zero' level: - 0.5 V to + 0.5 V Digital 'zero' level: -- 0.5 V to + 2.0 V
Digital 'one' level: + 4.0 V to + 6,0 V Digital 'one' level: + 2.5 V to + 6.0 V
Common ma.ie voltage: + 10V
i@isa/Fall time: 100 ns
	
4.2.1.3.3
	 HRM Format Pulse
The Format pulse leading edge is synchronized with the beginning of each new Format. The pulse duration t is
t = 1 Frame =	 96 x 16	 [bitsHRM output rate [bits/s]
Theelectricaloutput characteristics are the same as in Table 4.2 - 4 .
	4.2.1.3.4	 HRM Format Change Signal
The mode change signal trading edge is synchronized with the beginning of a new Format. The pulse duration is
t= 4 formats = 4 x 6 x 96 x 18 rbitsl
HRM output rate bits/s]
LThe electrical output characteristics are the same as in Table 4.2 -4 .
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4.2.2	 High Rate Demultiplexer (HRDM)




w	 1 direct access channel (DACH) Output
(serial data stream routed through the HRDM without demultiplextng)
	
•	 16 HRDM experiment channel outputs
	
a	 1 HRDM GMT output
	
a	 3 HRDM analog voice outputs
	
4.2.2.1	 Connector Location
The connector are located at a TBD patch panel.
	
4.2.2.2	 Pin Allocation
For the DACH connector type and pin allocation are TBD.
For the experiment channel outputs, the GMT output (each data and clock), and the analog voice output the





4.2.2.3.1	 Direct Access Channel Output:	 TBD
4.2.2.3.2	 HRDM Experiment Channel Output
The data from the HRDM experiment channel outputs are available to the user in a variety of forms. In
summary the variety of characteristics are:
	
•	 burst or continuous
	
s	 data or data
	e 	 NRZ-L all channels, or biphase-L below 4 Mb/a
	
e	 TTL or ECL compatible signal levels
The choice of burst or continuous is part of the format program.
Also the output clock rate of each experiment channel is determined by the Format program.
The clock rate Is given by:
f ; 15 MHz • - 1 M
L
2 (N+n)
A 4.2 - 9
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The parameters can be selected in the following range:
M= 1.......65
N=40 ......65
1	 = O ...... 16
n = -1, 0, + 1
In the burst mode the output clock rate is constant, i.e. n = 0
In the continuous mode the output clock rate can have three different discrete values determined
by n = -1, n = O, and n = + 1 . The actual value of n is determined by the status of the particular experiment
channel output buffer.
The other characteristics come selected by manual switches inside the HRIDI M
 according
to actual experiment GSE: needs.
Far the NRZ-L output mode the phase relationship between data and clock is given in Figure 4.2 -- 4. It should
be noted that in all cases a clock is not present in the absence of data.
^^ 20 ns at 16 MHz
CLOCK 	 LOGIC THRESHOLD
2 nns	 l' 20 ns at 16 NAHz
N8x-L
DATA
Figure 4.2 - 4: E=xperiment Channel Output Phase
Relationship between Data and Clock
The output circuit of HROM experiment channel output, which is the same for data and clock, is given in
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The input/output characteristics for the ECL driver are given in 'Table 4.2 - 5. The characteristics for the
TTL output are given in Table 4.2 - 6.
i
I The HFeDM and all related ground support equipment is based on standard 7817 cables. The onboard
system i.e. the }IFZM and related experiment flight equipment, however, is based an 12513 cables
for power saving reasons.
Therefore experiment provided ground support equipment which shall be alternatively used for direct
connection to the experiment flight equipment (125() ) or to the HRDM (78 i3 ) should have a selectable
input impedance of 125 a and 78 i2 .
Table 4.2 - 5: ECL Driver Input/Output Characteristics
HRDM Experiment Channel Output	 Experiment GSE Input Characteristics
ECL Driver (Spectfication Values) 	 that will ensure proper function
Output protection: 	 TEID	 Fault voltage and current
emission:	 TBD
Fault voltage and current
	
Input protection:	 -5 V
emission:	 -5V , 30 mA
Wire shield reference:	 HRDM chassis ground Wire shield reference:	 experiment GSE
chassis ground
Output grounding: 	 connected to HRDM	 Input isolation:	 z 1 .5 k SZ'
signal to ground	 Itne-to-ground
Output type:	 complementary	 Input type:	 differential
Differential output voltage
	
Differential input voltage:	 500 m V
at connector
no external loads	 4780 m V
78 $2 load at end of
30 m cable:
	 .:540 m V
Common mods output 	 Common mode input voltage	 + 2.5 V
voltage:	 - 1.25 V	 range:	 -3.0 V




Max. Phaca Shift between 	 Max. Phase Shift between
clock anu data	 clock and data at receiver
(see Fty.:re 4.2-- 2):
	
- 20 to +8 ns	 input:	 -28 to +14 ns( 1 Sigma )
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Table 4.2 - 5: TTl_ Driver Input/Output Characteristics
HRDM Experiment Channel Output
TTL (giver (Specification Values)
Exper iment bSE Input Characteristics
that will ensure proper function
Output protection: TSD Fault voltage and current
emission: T$D
Fault voltage and current Input protection: t s V
emission: s V ; 800 n-sA
Wire shield reference: HFZDM chassis ground Wire shield refarences Experiment GSE
chassis ground
Output grounding: connected to HROM signal Input isolation: ?1.5 kQ line-to-line
ground
Output type: complementary Input type: differential
Differential output Differential input voltages y 200 m V
voltage
at connector
no external toad: > 500 m V
78 52 load at end of
30 m cable: ? 250m V
Common mode output Common mode input vol-
voltages .0v tage range: +5V 
Output impedance Input impedance
tine-to-line: 7652 line-to-llna: 78 Q
Max. Phase Shift be- Max. Phase Shift be-
tween clock and data: -20 to +8 ns tween clock and data at
(see Figure 4.2-2) ( 1 Sigma) receiver input: + 26 to + 12 ns
1
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4.2.2.3.3	 GMT Output
The GMT information is delivered in bursts of 69 bits each. The bit rate is the HRDAA input bit rate divided
by 512. The data content and the time relationship to the format of the Incoming composite data stream is
given in Figure 4.2 — 8.
1	 I	 1
—Farmtit	 i	 sync words
	 1
	
r--Freme	 1	 ^ status wards
	 t
Composite	 t	 t	 1	 t	 e	 i	




j	 s	 {58 bits GMT burst	 I
GMT Output; e	 e	 t	 e	 e	 e	 .	 e	 !- - -
\^!	 8 bits 1/100 seconds Last Out i




4 bits 1/100 days and 4 bits year
8 bits flight number First out
Figure 4.2 — ei GMT Output Eurst
The GMT output data and clock are always provided in NRZ —L form at TTL levels. The input/output character-
istics are the some as given in Table 4.2 -- S. The data are BCD coded with the MSE delivered First.
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4.2.2.3.4	 Analog Voice Output
The HROM analog voice output provides an analog signal with the bandwidth
Fiat between 300 Hz and 2 300 Hz
2B dB/octave roll-off below 300 and above 2 300 Hz
The signal to noise ratio is better than 30 dB.






Figure 4.2 - 7: Analog Voice Output Circuit
Table 4,2 - 7: Analog Voice Input/Output Characteristics
HRDM Voice Analog Output
(Specification Values)
Experiment GSE Input Characteristics
that will ensure proper function
Output protection: f 32 V tine-to-ground Fault voltage and current + 32 V line-to-ground
max. 30 mA line-to-line emission: max. 30 mA line-to-line
Fault voltage and current
emission: TSD Input protection: T130
Wire shield reference: HRDM chassis ground Wire shield reference: Experiment GSE
chassis ground
Output isolation: Galvanic isolation Input groundtngt connected to exp.
GSE signal ground
Output type: transformer coupled Input type: transformer coupled
Output impedance: 600fl + 10 % Input impedance: 80052 + 10 y6
Output power at 1 kHz: 0 dbm
	 + 3 dB
A 4.2 - 14
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4.2.2.3.5	 Format and Mode Change Stgnats:
TBD
7
A 4.2 - 15
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4.3	 Analog Data Acquisition
4.3.1	 Closed Circuit TV (CCTV)
I	 As an extension of the Orbiter C0TV system Spacelab is going to introduce new interface connectors,
i
which are accessible by the user.
Spacelab provides in module configurations (see Figure 4.3-1)
•	 3 inputs for experimenter provided composite video signals
a	 1 output for an Orbiter provided sync signal
e	 1 output for an Orbiter provided video signal to be displayed on a TV monitor






Monitor Power Supply (26 V OC)
Monitor Control
J 61	 1 Video input from Orbiter
CS 2
3 Video Inputs
1 Sync / Command Output
ORBITED	 J 6Q	 1 Video Signal Output from Orbiter
LEFT BULKHEAC,ca S
ExperimenterORS	 SL;	 SL	 provided Equipment
L
Figure 4.3 - 1; Spacelab CCTV Harness Provisions (Module Configuration)
A4.3-1
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Spacelab provides in patlet-only configurations (see figure 4.3-2 ):
i	 3 Inputs for experimenter provided composite video signals
6	 i output for an Orbiter provided sync signal 	 1
a	 1 input to an Orbiter supplied video recorder i









	ORS	 I	 1	 Experimenter
I	 1	 provided
_j1	 Equipment1
I	 3 Video Inputs
me
OFBITER	 .. - .. e 1 Sync / Command Output
Mrz7	 1 Input to Video Recorder
SULKHEAO
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4.3.1 .1	 Interface For Module Configurations
4.3. 1.1.1	 Connector Location
In module configurations, the interface location is the Spacelab connector bracket Ce 5.








	 III	 r11 ^lla	 „ q Ry xf	 i
,n	 m	 AS I
'I	












M4 E I Y^
=	 I
- E M=ht
Figure 4.3 - 3 : Connector Locations on CB 5
A14.3-3
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4-9.1.1.2	 Pin Allocation
Pin Allocation of J60 and J81 is given in Table 4.3 - 1.
Table 4.3 ° 1: Connector Pin Correlation of J50 and J$1 on CB 5
To be supplied later.
A 4.3 - 4
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4.3.1 .2
	
InterFace for Pallet - Only Configurations
4.3.1.2.1	 Connector Location
In pallet-only configurations, the interface location i G the Igloo signal feedthrough CB 42. Ti;c
particular interface connector is J 60 see Figure 4.3 - 4).
To be supplied later.
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4.3.1.2.2	 Pin Allocation
Pin Allocation of J60 is given in Table 4.3 - 2.
Table 4.3 - 2: Connector Pin Correlation of J60 on C© 42
To be supplies! later.
A4.3-6
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4.3.1.3	 Input/Output Characteristics for Experiment Provided Composite Video Signals
( Specification Values )
The Spacelab CCTV signals at the interFace shall be compatible with U.S. commercial black and vhlite video
format deftnod in MA spectficattons RS 170 and RS $30 with the following modifications:
Frame Rate:	 29.87 frames/s






Fields:	 60 Interlaced Fields/9
Composite Video Bandwidth
(3 db + 1 db):	 4.5 MHz
Amplitude of Composite
Video Signal (white signal
level, see Figure 4.3-5): 1 V + 10y. Peak--to-Peak
Tip of Sync Signal;	 0+ 0.05V Peak







P= 0.714 V nominal
w= 0.298 V nominal
Sync to Signal Ratio (5 = 0.28a ± 5°%
Figure 4.3 - e : Composite Video Signal
A4.3-7
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Signal to Nola® patio;
(Peak to Peak Sync Signal






> 20 db -athtn sync signal level range, at the Spacelab
Peedthrough plate
S 40 db (0 - 4.5 MHz)
7542 + 5%
7542 +5%
70 to Son , TSP 24 AWG
I
Signal/Load Characteristics fbr Orbiter provided Sync Signal
Signal to Noise Ratio: same as 4.3.1.3
Voltage Level: 1 V + 10 % Paak-to-Peak
Load Impedance: 750± 5 %
Source Impedance: 754) + b %
Line Impedance: 70 to Son, TSP 24 AWG
	
4.3.1. 4	Input Characteristtcs of the TV Monitor
To be supplied later
	4.3.1.8	 Grounding
Video sync and signal returns shall be isolated on the Spacelab side Prom vehicle ground,Spacelab ground,
and 26 VDC return by an equivalent Impedance of at least 1 MR.
L
A4.3-6
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4.3.2	 4.5 MHz Analog Channel
"rho 4.5 MHz analog channel provides a direct interface to the Orbiter Ku-nand signal processor for experiments.
This interface is accessible at
o	 Connector Bracket CB 5 for Spacelab module configurations ( see Appendix B, para 3.8. 1)
o	 Connector Bracket CB 57 for Spacelab pallet-only configurations ( see Appendix S, para 4.4.1)
4.3.2.1	 Connector Location
The con lector location at CBS is given in para 5.3 f=igure 5 - S. (see also Appendix B, para 3. 6)
Connect'ir J26 is exclusively dedicated to the 4.5 MHz analog channel.
The connector location at CS 57 is given in Figure 4.3 -- 5 (see also Appendix S, para. 4.4). Connector PIS
is exclusively dedicated to the 4.5 MHz analog channel.
SECTION A-A
^	 f	 ^	 lr	 -i(	 ^l
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4.3.2.2	 Pin Allocation
For both the CB 5 interface and the CB 57 interface, at the SL side the pin allocation Is given in
Table 4.3-3.
Table 4.3 - 3: 4.5 MHz Analog Channel Pin Allocation
Configuration Signal Code Pin Not'n Function SL Connect. Type Experiment Prov.
P 1B at CS 57 4.5 MHz 1 Signal
(pallet only 2 Return




J 26 at CS 5 4.5 MHz 1 Signal
(module
6 Returnconfig ns)
5 Shield NLS OT 13 - 35 SD NLS GGT 10 -- 35 Pty
2 Spare ( Plug)
3 Spare
4 Spare




The 4.5 MHz input characteristics are listed in Table 4.3 - 4 .




Voltage range: - 1 V+ 10
Source Impedance:	 ` 7-10+10   %
Line Impedance:	 i )SC + 5% , TSP 24 AWG
Load Impedance: 75A k 10 a
Frequency Ranges DC	 • - 1.5 MHz
Anal, g signals will be filtered to 4.5 MHz in the Or-
biter, KU-Band Signal Processor prior, to transmission
to the ground
Peak signal•to-RMS noise ratio:
Flatness : TBEa
Roil-off rate at 4.5 MHz:
Grounding : The shield is referenced to structure at the KU-- Band
signal processor inputs at the Spacelab feadthrough
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4.4
	
Mission Elapsed Time (MET)
The MET channel pr"ovidas a direct interface to the Orbiter m-^scer time unit for experiments. This interface
is accessible at
e	 connector bracket CB 5 for Spacelab module configurations (see Appendix B, para. 3.8.1).
e	 connector bracket CB 57 for Spacelab pallet-only configurations (see Appendix 8, para.4. 4. 1).
4.4.1	 Connector Location
The connector location at CB 5 is given in pars 5.3 Figure 5 •- a
The MET signal lines are at connector J 24 together with other experiment dedicated lines (see Table 5 - 6).
The connector location at CS 57 is shown in Figure 4.4 - 1. The MET signal lines are at connector P 12 to-
gether with other experiment dedicated lines (see Table 5 - 11).
sECTION A-A
295T-2%	 242 ;	 t	 5—^
t	 v
	
lI	 u	 nr	 j	 ^	 I	 tl	 tt	 q
	
r 2s	 P 20 1	 !I	 I




















In Patin	 201 FARM
c857
Figure 4,4 - 1: Connector Location o.° P i2 at CB 57
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4.4.2	 Pin Allocation
For the CS5 Interface, the pin allocation of J 24 is given In Table: 5 - a.
For the C8 57 interface, the pin allocation of P 12 is given in Table 5 - 11 .
4.4.9
	 Input/Output Charactertstics
A schematic of the Orbiter master time unit /experiment link is given in Figure 4.4-2.
ORBITER IN7ERFACESPACELABIlSER INTERFACE
INTERFACE
Figure 4.4 - 2: MTU/Experiment Link Schematic
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Table 4.4 - 1: Input/Output Characteristics of MET User Channel
l
Output Characteristics of the MET User Channel Input Ci -cult Requtraments to Ensure Proper
at the S/L. Feedthrough Functioning
output type/ complementary Input type: balanced
DC coupled DC coupled




- 1.8 V to - 3.0 V Discrete 'zero': - 1.3 V to - 3.0 V
peak line-tr-ltne peak line--to-line
Discrate 'one': + 1.8 V to + 3.0 V Discrete 'one': + 1 .3 V to + 3.0 V
peak line-to-line peak line-to-line
Ortving capability:
_< 40 m A Load current: X40 m A
Stgnal to noise ratio (S/N): 25 dB
Jittor pulse-to-pulse: S Ills .litter pulse-to--pulse; C i ps
Rise time: d 1 .2 p s Rise time: S 1 .5 p s(measured betwraen 10 %
and 90 % of p•;ank value) j
IFall time: 1.2 ps Fail time: G 1.5 P s(measured Wtween 10 %
anc ;z0 Y. if peak value)
I7E	rtiur+/overshoot: + 500 m V max. p-p Distortion/overshoot : + 200 mV	 max. p - p
DC offsat: 0.5 V line-to-ground N/A
Skew at 50 % point: 20n s N/A
Power-off impedance: G I W2 Power-off impedance: 76SI + 10%
Output impedance; 100 Input impedance: 7552+ 10 %
Overvoltage protection: + 5.5 V tins-to-tine rau:*	 emiswgu1: 10V Itne-to-tine and
and line-to-ground line-to-ground
Fault voltage emission: + 10 V line-to-line Overvoltage protection; + 12 V tine-to-line and
and line-to-groung line-to-ground
Fault current limitation:	 120 m A
Isolation against signal
ground at 1 MHz : y 2 k 
Isolation against primary Isolation against primary
Power, ground 2-2 M42 power ground at op.freq.: -;,-1 1052
L	 J
A 4.4 - 3
- --	
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5.	 PD<PERIMP'NT DEDICATED HARNESSES
ii
	5.1	 Signal Harness Classification
This section describes 5/1- signal harnesses which are experiment dedicated. These harnesses are




o	 All primary power wiring
	o 	 Wiring carrying AC or switched DC currents in
r	 excess of 1 A (peak transient)
t	 Class If:
	o 	 Relay or solenoid wiring switched D^ currents less than 1 A
	
o	 Wiring carrying AC or switched DC currents ranging from 0.05
to 1 A (peak transient)
Class III:
	
o	 Low level voltage and current signal wiring
	0 	 Audio communication l Ines
Class IV:
	
o	 V ideo and AF communication lines
	
a	 Digital signal wiring where signal rise and/or
fall times are below 2 jus
Where no metallic carrier exists between bundles of different EMC classes the following minirnum
separation distance will be used;
	
0	 10 cm minimum distance between Class I and Class III or Class IV wire bundles
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5,2	 Airlock Experiment Harness
Connection L?rtwoen experiment equipment in the airlock and experiment equipment in the module
can be achieved by means of an experiment dedicated signal harness , which is part of the airlock.
This signal harness is available in addition to the harness for experiment power described in para. 3.7.
As shown in Figure 5 - 1 and Figure 5 - 2, the interface from the interior of the airlock to the harness is
represented by a connector bracket and a pigtail on the experiment table. The interface from the module,
outside the airlock, Is given by the connector bracket 09 25, which is located at the overhead structure.
The experiment dedicated airlock harness can be exchanged on a mission-by-mission basis. Spacetab
provides two signal harnesses that may be flown alternatively
m	 Atrlock Experiment Harness I
Typical for this harness is the provision that a subset of the wires can be used as data
and control lines for an experiment RAU accommodated in the airlock by the experimenter.
0	 Airlock Experiment Harness iI
This harness provides a subset of wires suitable as a high rate data link between the
experiments inside the airlock and the HRM .
Figure 5 - 1: Airlock Fxpertment Harness 1 Figure 5 - 2 : Airlock Experiment Harness 11
A 5 -
i
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5.2.1	 Connector Location
The connector location on Connector Bracket CL 25 is shown in Figure 5 - 3
P03, PO4 and P07 are the connectors provided as experiment interfaces.
The connector Location at the experiment table is given in Figure 5 - 4 . Connector ECI-J2 is
mounted on a connector bracket. The pigtail (P03, PO4, P05 0 P1 81j is tied down on removable plate




// \	 EQUIPMENT .
V1






























Note: 1) One hand operation is possible For connecting/disconnecting
cables with release fasteners
e) Length of pigtact is approximately 750 mm after release
r
Ftgare 5 - 4: Signal Connector Location of the Experiment Table
in the Airlock for Harness I
Figure 5 - 5: Signal Connector Locatton on the Experirrent Table
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5.2.2	 Connector/ Pin Correlation for Harness 1
This harness comprises:
- 1 TS 3 C impedance not specified
6 TSP impedence not specified
- 7 TSP, 750 impedance
'fable 5-1 : Harness I Connector Pin Correlation List.
Connector Bracket CS 25 Wiring Airlock Experiment Table Experiment
Routed
from Conn. Pin Pin Harness EMC Pin Conn; Conn: Connector
Not 'n
Connector Type Not 'n >='eneC. Type Class ,Not n Connector Type Not 'n ,Nat n Typo







20 GWSW 03B BV GWSW 036
P07 NLS-5GT-10-.35PA
_
- 24 AWG ^i PSHB
P05 J05 BV RPFBor 4 Line ;
USER 5 Line (75 11 } 25
6 Shield 19
4)	 2) 3) 4)	 1) 1)




- ___ - _ 3) 17
3 1 Line IV' -14 GWSW 038
32 Line 28 GWSW 03B SN PO4 J04
33 
-_
Shield 20 PSHB BN RPFS
275 --8 Line 2 TSP 11
29 Line 24 AWG 2$
30
_
Shield (75 sl) 3)
r
19 4)	 1) 1)






17 1) 1)S/L 3R_ Line
or PO4 NLS-6GT-14-35 P 35 Line 1 TS 3C lII 7135 Line 24 AWG 54
USER 37 _ _Shield _ - _ _ 3) 39_




-19 Lin, 7 GWSW q8
20 Line 2 GWSW 088 BV PO3 JOS BV RPFi321	
-
Shield i8 PSHBB
-is Line 5 TSP 19-












4)	 2) 8 Shield 3) BB 4)	 1) 1)
1 i Line IV 17
12 Line 2 TSP 19 Exp' NLS 6GT
USER P03 N LS-6GT-10-35 P 13--4 - -
ShieldMeld
Line 24 AWG 20 NLS-
CT
-12 ECI J rnent 12-35 P
5 Line (75 n) 21 -35-5 Cann"
g Shield 22
4)	 2) 3) 4)	 2) 2)
L
1) Connector Spec: GSFC-S-311-P4/1	 3) EMC Classification is described In Para 5.1
2) Connector Spec: 40 M 38277
	 4) All pins not mentioned expitcttely are spare pins.
5) Pin 8 and 23 respectively 57 and 78 are connected within P03 by a jumper
A5-5
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5.2.0	 Connector/Pin Correlation for Harness II
The connector and pin correlation of Airlock Experiment Harness II is given in Te'. n 5 - 2 .
This harness comprises;
- 2 TSP, 12552 impedance
- 5 TSP, 75SL impedance
- 
1 TS4C, impedance not specified
Table 5 -- 2 : Harness If/connector Pin Correlation List.
^f
i
Connector Bracket CS 25 Wiring Airlock Experiment Table Experiment
Routed
from Conn.' Pin Pin Harness EMC Pin Conn: Conn. Connector
Not 'n
Connector Type Not n Ftr+ct. Type Class Not n Connector Type Not'n Not n Type
16 Line III 2
17 Line 3
18 Shield 1 TS 4C 1 NLS-eGE NLS OT
19 Line 24 AWG 11 10-35 P PQ3 JO3 10-35 S
20 Line 12
21 l+ield
1)3) 4)	 2) 2)
PO4 NLS---SGT- 14 -35 P 31 Line IV 1O
32 Line 9
33 Shield 19S/L _	 _28 Line 8
or 29 Line 7
USER 30 Shield 18
- 25 
_ _
Line- _ 5 TSP '•-6-
26 Line (75SZ ) 5




43 NLS-OT- ECI_ NLS 6GT
NLS-SGT- 13 Shield 16 PO2 12-35 P
PO3 10-35 P -	 - -4 :Line ^ ^ - 2 12-35 S JS
5 Line 1
4)	 2) 6 Shield 15
7 Line - -14
8 Line 13
PO7 _9_ _ ShielB_ 2 TSP(12552) 21NLS-6GT- 10 Line 12
1035 PA 1 Line 24 AWG 11
2 Shield 20
4)	 2} 3) 4)	 2) 2)
1) Common Shield
2) Connector Spec: 40 M 38277
3) EMC Classification is described in Para 5.1
4) All pins not mentioned explicitely are spare pins.
A5-6
a	 ._
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5.3	 Aft Flight peck / Spacelab Experiment Harness
Experiment equipment in the Or'7iter AFp and experiment equipment in the module (for module confi-
gurations) or on the pallet (for pallet-only configurations) can be connected by means of an experiment
dedicated harness, which is part of basic Spacelab equipment.r
As shovrn in Figures 5 - 8 and 5 - 7, this experiment dedicated harness is routed from the distribution
panel in the Orbiter to Connector Bracket CBS in the module core segment a d to Connector Bracket
CB 57 on the first Poreward pallet frame, respectively. The provided experiment harness to Connector
Bracket CB 5 is terminated by receptacles, while the experiment harness to Connector Bracket CS 57
is terminated by plugs.
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5.3,1	 Module Configur-ation
5.3. % 1
	 Connector Description of CS 5
CB5 is the central signal interface between the Spacetab subsystem section and the experiment train.
It contains much more than only the interface for the AF 'D / Spacetab experiment harness. The other
interfaces are described In other parts of this document. However for clarification all connecter
Functions are listed below.
J 8	 IRS S/S and exp > cAv
J 9	 IPS S/S and exp FSAu
J 13	 S/S RAU and DDS 3 monitoring
J 15	 DOS data bus
J 1S	 DOS data bus
J 21 Experiment signal provisions (27 TSP5, EMC Class III )
IMCP R7 panel, experiment sating command verification (5 TSPS , EMC Class III )
J 22 Experiment signal provisions (27 TSP9 , EMC Class III )
CWEA experiment C & W monitoring (5 TSP-4 , EMC Class Iii )
123 Experiment signal provisions (27 TPS, EMC Class II )
J 24 Experiment signal provisions (7 TSP-4 , EMC Class IV )
MET (1 TSP , EMC Class IV )
J 25 IMCP R7 panel, experiment sating commands (5 TP6
	
EMC Class It )
J 28 4.5 MHz analog channel ( 1 TSP , 7513, EMC Class IV )
J 27 Experiment signal provisions 	 ( 1 coax, 75Q , EMC Class IV )
128 Experiment signal provisions 	 ( 1 coax, 750 , SNAG Class IV )
J 29 Experiment signal provisions 	 ( 1 coax, 750 , EMC Class IV )
J 30 Experiment signal provisions
	 ( 1 coax, 75Q , EMC Class IV)
J 31 Experiment signal provisions 	 ( t ;oax, 7513, EMC Class IV )
J 32 MOM experiment Wing 	 (12 channels, 3 TS5C, EMC Class It )
J 33 MOM expertment sating 	 ( 12 channels, 3 TS50, EMC Class II )
J 34 MOM experiment C & W monitoring ( I I channels, 8 TSP -4, 1 TS40, EMC Class III )
J 35 MOM experiment C & W monitoring ( 8 channels, 7 TSPs`, 1 TS5C, EMC Class III )
160 CCTV from Orbiter
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S.3. 1 .2	 Connector Location on CB S
The connector location on CS 5 is given in Figure 5 - 8. The connectors J 21, J 22, J 23 and J 24
provide experiment Interfaces for TSP and TP, while J 27, J 28, J 29, J 30 and J 31 are experiment
interfaces for coax cables.
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5.3.1.3
	
Connector / Pin Correlation of AFO/Spacelab Harness - Module Configuration
The connector pin correlation of the AFD / Spacelab experiment harness is given in the subsequent
Tables 5 - 3 thru 5 - 7
Table 5 - 3 : Connector Pin Correlation of J 21on CS 5
Experi-» PFD Payload Station Wiring Spacelab
ment Distribution Panel Ca 5 Experiment
Conn' Conn' Connector Type Pin Pin Harness Pin keceptacle Conn' PtugNot 'n Nqt n (Spec.) Not'n Funct 'n Type Notil NOt'n
line TSP i J 21
line 24 AWG 2 NLS OT NLS 6GT
_ shield _- 3 _ 22-35 SA 22-35 PA
line EMC '7
line Class ill 6





















TE30 T80 TBD TBD shield 3_3__























shield	 _ — 29 
W-line T- b2_
line 41
! ! !	 shield	 I 1) so	 ! 9! J1
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Table 5 - 3 (cunt d) ; Connector Pin Correlation of J 21 on CB 5
U.
Expert- AFD Payload Station Wiring Spacelab Experiment.Tent distribution Panel CB 5
Conn' Conn' Connector Type Pin Pin Harness Pin Receptacle Conn' PlugNot'n Not'n (Spec.) Not 'n Funet n Type Not'n Not'n
line TSP 53 NLS OT J 21 NLS 6GT
line 24 AWG 42 22-35 SA 22--35 PA
_ stnela
_-^1 __



















- tine r ^87 -
line 78
_shield 68
itne	 - - 86 --
line 79












Ind tcator Channel 1 Return 80S_hield_ 8g
Exp. Verification S ignal --98 -IMCP Indicator Channel 2 Return 98Shield _97Fc7PaneE —^"----- —Fxp. Verification -Signal y -91




Indieator  Channel 4 Return 83
_Shield 84
Exp. Verification Signal
Indicator Channel 5 Return 100Shield 1) 932)
1) FMC Classification is described in Para. 5. 1
L
A5-11
2) J21 has a total of 100 sockets. All J21 sockets not mentioned in this table are spare sockets
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Table 5 - 4 : Connector Pin Correlation of J 22on CS 5
Experi-
ment







onn ' Connector Type Pin Pin Harness Pin Receptacle Conn' plug
'nNot
 (Spec.) Not'n F'unct'n Type Not'n Nat 'n























_ _shLeeld -- 19
line 22-
line 32
TSO TSD TBD TBD shielc 
_
F 43









line _ _27 39
line 50






_ shield - 31line s7-
line 46
shield 1) 35
1) P-MC Classification is described in Para. 5.1
2) Spec, 40M 3377
A 5 - 12
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Table 5 ^ 4 (cunt d) : Connector Pin Carretation ofJ 22 on CS 5
Expert- AFO Payload Station Wiring Spacelab Experiment
Tent Distribution Pane'. CS 5







J 22 NL5 6GTline 24 AWG 89 22_35 S6 22-35 PB
- shield_ _ 60
line SMCi 63'
































—2t.,2.19---Signal 85- -9g -Bxp. CWEA





Signal - --81Exp. CWEA Return BC&W Signal	 No. 2 ShiEald Be






	 No. 3 Shield 97(see pare 6.4) — —   Signal 91Exp. CWEA
C&W Signal	 No. 4 Return 82
`...`....1..
^x told
-Signal _ ^ 88Exp. CWEA Return 100C&W Signal
	
No. 5 5ifeld 1) 932),
1) EMC Classification is described in Para. 5.1
2) J22 has a total of 100 sockets. All J22 sockets not mentioned in tnis table are













Conn' Conn' Connector Type Pin Pin Harness Pin Receptacle Conn' PlugNot'n Not n (Spec.) Not'n Funct 'n Type Not'n Not n
line TP 1 NLE  OT J 23 NLS 6GT
line 24 PWG 2 18_35 S 18-35 P
line EMC 7
line Class 11 3 2) 2)










line --- 16 --
line 15















- line --- 41 --
line 40
1)
1) EMC Classification is descrtbnd in Para. 5.1
2) 'Spec: 40 M 38277
A5-14
1
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Conn' Conn' Connector Type Pin Pin Harness Pin Receptacle Conn' plugNot'n Not n (Spec .) Not n Funct'n Type Not'n Not'n
line TP 44 NLS QT J 23 NLS 6GT
tine 24 AWG 45 18-35S 18-35 P
- line EMC -- 47 _
line Class li 46 3)

















r	 1) EMC Classification is described in Para. 5.1
i	 2) J23 has a total of 66 sockets. All J23 sockets not mentioned in this table are spare
sockets.
3) Spec: 40 M 38277
A5-15
1) rrmC Classification is described in Para 5.1
2)Connector shell is connected to chassis
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Table 5 - 6 : Connector Pin Correlation of  24 on CS 5
Experi- AFD Payload Station Wiring Spacelab Experiment
ment Distribution Panel CS 5




Line 24 AWG 17 NLS OT NLS 6GT
Shield
- _
_ 18 14-35 SA 14-35 PA
Line_ EAAC 25





















N/A Orbiter Master Time Unit Return 2Shield 3(see Para 4.4) 1 }
Note: Shields are terminated to connector shells (multi-point ground)
1) EMC Classification is described in Para 5.1
^e) J c4 has a total of 37ptns. All pins not mentioned in this table are spare pins.
3) Spec: 40 M 38277








Conn' Conn' Connector Type Pin Coax 75 Pin Conn'>=receptacle Plug
Not 'n Not n ( Spec) Not n EMC Class IV Not n Nat'n
4 Coax 1 1 J 27
T OSM 636,3A - MC 414-Coax 2^ it J 28 0614-0011
T Coax 3 1 (Spec: MIL-C J 28T8D TBD TBD TBD 3)
-- ^ -390128s)Coax 4 1 J 30
Coax 5 ^ 1 J 31~
A5-t8





















Figure 5 - 9 Connector Locations on CB 57
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5.3.2	 Patlet-OnlyConfiguration
5.3.2.1	 Connector Location on CE3 57
The connector location on Connector Bracket C8 57 is given in Figure 5 - 9 . POg , P 10, P11 and P12
are connectors provided as experiment interfaces for TSP and TP cables, while P20, P21, P22, P23
and P24 are experiment interfaces for coax cables.
The connector location on the Orbiter distribution panel is still TBD.
SECTION A--A
295 –T --368	 202 ----^« ---125	 46-
I
IF	 ^f	 `1(	 1!
^	 I	 I	 ll	 Ir	 II





'	 I	 P 23	 P 20 11
	
U	 II	 Im	 1	 q	 1
!	 I!	 P 12 	 50 11	 P 3
1	 I	 u
	
U	 11P 24	 P 21 ,3	 II	 11






I	 ^	 P 221 ^i	 11
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5.3.2.2	 Connector / Pin Correlation of AFD/Spacelab Harness - Pallet- -only Configuration
The connector pin correlati3n of the AFD / Spacelab experiment harne^, • is given in the subsequent
Tablas 5 - 6 thru 5 - 12.
Table 5 - 8 : Connector/Pin Correlation of P09 on CS 57
Expert _ AF'D Payload Station Wiring Spacelab , Experiment
ment Distribution Panel CS 57
Conn' Conn' Connector Type Pin Pin Harness Pin Conn'
Not'n Not n ( Spec) Not'n Furnct n Type Not 'n Plug Not n Receptacle
line 54 TSP 9 NLS 6GT NL.S 7E
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Table 5 - B (cont'd): Connector/ Pin Correlation of P09 on C8 57
Expert- AFD	 Payload Station Wiring Spacelab Experiment
Mont Distribution Panel CB 57
Conn' Conn' Connector Type Pin Pin Harness Pin Plug Conn' ReceptacleNot re Not'n a(Sp G) Not Funct n Type Not'n Not n
line TSP 77 NLS 6GT P09 NL..S 7E
























shield ' 31 0_
line 101
line I 100










Indicator Channel 1 Return 26Shield 37_
iExp. Verification Retur 4
cator Channel 2Indi n
IMCP R7 Panel Shield _ 46
Exp. Verification Signal 5Q(see pars 6.3) Indicator Channel 3 Return 69Shield _ 81
Exp. Verification Signal 83Return 95Indicator Channel 4 Shield 106
Exp. Verification Signal _ — 92'
Indicator Channel 5 Return 103Shield 1 ) 2	 113
1) EMC Classiftcatlen is described in Para 5.1
2) P 09 has a total of 128 pins. All P 09 pins not mentioned in this table are spare pins
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NLS 7Eline TSP g '.I.LS
line 22AWG 10 24-35 PD 24-35 SD
shield
-.Li-line EMC 13
















































1) ENtC Classification is described in Para 5.1
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Table 5 - 9 (cant d): Connector /
 pin Correlation of P 10 on CB 57
1
Expori- AFD	 Payload Station Wiring Spacelab Experiment
meet Distribution	 Panel CB 57
Conn' Conn' Connector Type Pin Pin !-farness Pin '
Not 'n Not 'n ( Spec) Not n Funct 'n Type Not'n Plugn Receptacle
line TSP 77 NLS 6GT P 10 NI..S 7E





tine Class III 89

































C&W Signal No. 2 Return 34Shield 46
Orbiter CWEA Exp. CWEA - - - - -Signal --573-
C&W Signal	 No. 3 Return 69(se p pars 6.4) _ _ _ _ _ _	 ^_Shieid _ 81
Exp. CWEA Signal 92




Return 114C&W Signal	 No. 5 Shield 1 121
, 1) I;MC Classiftcatiors is described M Para 5.1
L
2) P 10 has a total of 128 pins. All P 10 pins not mentioned in this table are spare pins
3) Spec: 40 M 38277
A5-21
x9'	 A	 -	 1.
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Table 5 - 10: Connector/








Conn' Conn' Connector Type Pin Pin Harness Pin i^lug Conn' ReceptacleNot n Not 'n ( Spec) Not'n Funct n Type Not'n Not 'n
line TP i0 NlS 6GT P it NtS 7E
line 22 AWG 11 24-35 PS 24-35 SS12 -














































i161) ,17 21 9
1) EMC Classification is described in Para 5. 1
2) P 11 has a total of 128 pins. All P 11 pins not mentioned in this table are spare pins.
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Table 5 - 11: Connector/ Pin Correlation of P 12 an CS 57
Expert- AFA Payload Station Wiring	 Spacelab Experiment
ment Distribution	 Panel CS 57
Conn' Conn' Connector Type Pin PinHarness Pin Ptug Conn' ReceptaclepNat 'n Not'n ( Spec) Not n Funct n Type Not n Nat n
line 44 NLS 6GT 20- P 12 NL.S 7E






_line 49 3) ^
time 62TTBD TBD TBD TBD line G3
time 64T
_tine EMC 65




N/A ORBITER MASTER TIME UNIT si na l g0return Bi 2
Note; Shields are terminated to connector shells (multi -point ground)
1) EMC Classification is described in Para 5.1
2) P 12 has a total of 79 pins. All P 12 pins not mentioned in this table are either
dedicated to the experiment- MTU interface or spare pins.
3) Spec: 40 M 38277
Table 8 - 12: Correlation of Coax Cables on CB 57
Expert- AFD	 Payload Station Wiring Spacetab Experiment
ment Distribution Panel CB 57
Conn' Conn' Connector Type Pin Coax 75 Pin Plug Conn'
Not'n Not'n ( Spec) Not n ENIC Class IV Not'n Not'n Receptacle
Orbiter ; Coax 1
11
1 MC 414-0814- P 20 MC 414-0514-
Coax e 0011 00611 3) P 21 3)
Coax 3 t P 22TBD TBD TBD TBD
Coax 4 1 P 23
Coax 5 1 P24
1 } z)
1) EMC Classification is described in Para 5.1
2) Connector shell is connected to chassis
	 I
3) Rockwall Spec. 4140614	 —1
A5-23
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6.	 CAUTION AND WARNING
The experiment will interface with the Spacelab/Orbiter caution and warning system via:
s Orbiter MOM monitoring and sating command channels
• Subsystem RAU channels for back up monitoring of experirmnt C&W signals
e Orbiter Caution and Warning Electronic Assembly channels (Orbiter CWEA)
m Saftng command channels from SL integrated monitoring and control
panel (IMCP-R7 Panel)
The C&W channels described by the last two bullets are also available during flight phases when
Spacelab is not activated.
l=xpertment C&W electronics will be powered by experiment essential power (see Para 3.4 - Experiment
Essential Power). The detailled design requirements for experiment C&W are described in para 7.12
of SPAN Main Volume.
6.1	 Experiment Caution and Warning Interface to Subsystem RAU
Dedicated subsystem RAU's will acquire signals from experiment C a W sensors. These sensors have to
be powered by experiment .essential power ( see para 3.4 ) . The user has to provide signals according
to the specifications for flexible inputs ( see para 4.1,3.1 ).
The experiment C & W signals will be interpreted by the Spacelab Subsystem Computer System .
6.1.1	 Connector Location
o	 Interface location in the module
JOB of the subsystem RAU -F is reserved for the acquisition of all experiment caution
and warning signals generated in the module. The location of the subsystem RAU -F
in the module is depicted Figure 3.9 - '2 a, Appendix Ei - Structure Interface Definition.
For the location of RAU Connector J08, sae Figure 4.1 - 1 .
>a	 Interface location on each pallet :
JOB of the subsystem RAU on each pallet is reserved for the acquisition of experiment
caution and warning signals, as can be seen in Figure 6 - 1 .
A6-i
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EXP.flAV It	 EXP,flAV lV
Configuration with Four Experiment RAU's on One Pallet
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6.1.2
	 Allocation of Subsystem RAU Caution and Warning Channels for Experiments
i
o	 J68 of S/S RAU-F in the Module
At present SCOS provides acquisition at a sampling rate of one sample per second
'	 Channel 1, 3 thru 15	 as discrete data
Channel 17, 19, thru 47	 as analog data
Channel 49, 51, thru 63
	
as either analog or discrete
v
For pin allocation of J 08, see Table 4.1 - 2
o	 JOB of the subsystem RAU an the pallet:
All 32 flexible inputs of JOB may be used. Information about acquisition mode and
1	 sampling rates will be givers at a later date.
	
6.1.3	 Input/Output Characteristics
Same as described in para. 4.1.3. 1.
	
S. 1.4	 Bonding
Same as described in para. 4.1.4.
	
6.1.5	 Grounding
Same as described in para. 4.1.5.
{	 6.1 .5	 Conducted Emission on Signal and Signal Return Lines
Same as described in para. 4.1 .6 for flexible input data lines.
I
A6-3
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5.2	 Experiment Caution and Warning Interface to Orbiter MOM
The Orbiter MOM's PF - 1 and PF - 2 (see para. 4.4.9 of SPAH main volume) provide experiment dedicated
Caution and Warning monitoring and sating command channels, controlled by the Orbiter General Purpose
Computer.
Table 6 -- 1 depicts an overview of the Orbiter MDM-channels reserved for experiment Caution and Warning
purposes.
Table 5 - t: Number of Experiment Dedicated Orbite+- MOM Channels
5pacelab
ConFiguratton













Module 6 3 20 7 1 4
Pallet-Only - - 7 4 4
Note: AID -Analog Input Differential
OIL - Discrete ;nput Low Level
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6.2.1	 Connector Location
Module Confijurations
The user interface is at CB 5 far all module configurations. The connector location an CB 5 is shown
i	 in Figure 6 - 2 .
The experiment caution and warning interface connectors on CS 5 are
O	 J21; IMCP -- Fc7 Panel experiment sa ying verification indicators channels.
C	 J22; caution and warning signals to Orbiter CWEA
O	 J25; safing commands from 1MCP - R7 Panel
O	 J32; safing commands from MOM PF - 1
O J 33; safing commands from MDM PF-2
Q	 J 34; caution and warning signals to MDM PF-1














	 ® ® ®^	 Al	 1E0
'. ^ -- 





t	 ® ® one
Fwt]
Fic,
 -^e 8 - 2 : Location of Experiment Dedicated Interface Connectors on CS 5
to the Space lab/Orbiter Caution and Warning System ( Hatched Connectors )
A 5- 5
L^
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Pallet-Onlyr Configurations
The user interface is at CS 57 ( see Ftgure 6 - 3) for all pallet-only configurations. The location of CS 57 is
shown in Figure 4 . 3 - o of this appendix .
The experiment caution and warning interface connectors on CE3 57 are s
o	 P 09 ; IMCP -R7 Panel experiment sating verification indicators channels.
• P 10 ; caution and warning signals to Orbiter CWEA
• P 13 ; sating commands from IMCP °R7 Panel and from MOM PF-2
o	 P 3 ; caution and warning signals to MOM PF-2
SECTION A—A














!	 '	 Il	 1(	 ^r	 1
',	 '	 II	 II	 lI
I	 II	 ll	 ^	 tl	 I
LOW
1	 P^23— P 20 II	 ^	 ^	 II	 I
	
II	 u	 II	 I
	
II	 1	 P 12 11	 P Jell	 P 3
P24	 P21 ;i	 II
	
11	 ^^	 II	 I
II
i	 II	 —1^	 11	 tP 27	 ^l	 II	 1	 11
P 18 










Figure 6 - 3: 1. ocattan of Experiment Dedicated Interface Connectors on C$ 57
to the Spaeelab/Orbiter Caution and Warning System
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6.2.2	 Pin Allocation i_lst
	
6.2.2.1	 Pin Allocation For MOM Sating Commands to the Experiment
	
e	 Module configuration
The pin allocation for experiment sating commands from MOM PF-1 and MDM PF-2
is given in 'fable 6 - 2.
	
Q	 Pallet-only configuration
The pin allocation for experiment sating commands From MOM PF-2 is given in Table 6 - S.
	
6.2.2.2	 Pin Allocation for Experiment Caution and Warning Signals to MDM °s
	
•	 Module configuration
The pin allocation for experiment signals to be monitored by MOM PF-1 and MOM PF-2
is given in Table 6 - 2.
	
a	 Pallet-only configuration
The pin allocation For experiment signals to be monitored by MOM PF-2 is given in
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Not n Sign-Itt	 Code Function SLlnputy Wire EMC Ranted Spacelab ExperimentOutput Type Class From/to
J32 19 Exp. Safing CMD 01 (DOH) Signal O TS SC IT MOM3 Exp, Safing CMD 02(D13H) Signal O 24 AWG PF-i NLS OT NLS 6GT20 Exp. Safing CMD 03 (00H) Signal O 14--35 SB 14-35 PB
31 Exp, SaFing CMD 04(DOH) Signal p (Spec. (Spec. 2 mCom on Return Return 40M3827'7) 40M38277)1 Common Shield Shield
28 E.xp. Saftng CMD 05(00H) Signal O
15 Exp. Safing CMD 08(DOH) Signal O
16 Exp, Safing CMD 07(DOH) Signal O
17 Exp. Safing CMD oe( DOH) Signal O
35 Common Return Return
29 Common Shield Shield
25 Exp. Safing CMD 09(OOH) Signal O
10 Exp. Safing CMD 70(DOH) Signal O
11 Exp. Safing CMD I I(DOH) Signal O
12 Exp. Safing CMD ' 2(DOH) Signal O
34 Common Return Return
26 Common Shield Shield
J 33 19 Exp. Safing CMD 13(DOH) Signal O TS5C Il NLS OT NLS 6GT
3 Exp. Safing CMD 14(DOH) Signal O 24 AWG 14-35 SC 14-35 PC
20 E=xp. Safing CMD 15(DOH) Signal O
31 Exp, Safing CMD 16(DOH) Signal O (Spec. (Spec.
2 Common Return Return 401\138277) 401\A38277)
1 Common Shield Shield
25 Exp. Safing CMD 2 {(DOH) Signal O
10 Exp. SaFing CMD 2'^(001-1) Signal O
11 Exp. Safing CMD 23(00H) Signal O
12 Exp. SaFing CMD 24(DOH) Signal O
34 Common return Return
26 1 Comn-ori Shield Shield
28 Exp. Safing CMD 17(DOH) Signal O MDM
15 Exp. SaFing CMD 18(00H) Signal O PF-2
16 Exp. Safing CMD 19(DQH) Signal O
17 Exp. Safing CMD 20(DOH) Signal O
35 Common Return Return
89 Common Shield Shield
Note: J 32 has a total number of 37 sockets. All J 32 sockets not mentioned in this table
are spare sockets. J 33 has a total number of 37 sockets. All J 33 sockets not mentioned
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Not'n Signal Code Function Linpuk Wire EMC Routed Spacelab Experimentoutput Type Class from/to
J 34 24 Caution Signal No 5 (AID) Signal I. TSP III MOM NLS OT NLS 6GT
23 Return 24 AWG PF--2 16.35 SN 16--35 PN
1 5 Shield (Spec. (Spec.
46 Caution Signal No 6 (AID) Signal I 4CM382M 40M38277)
3B Return
39 Shield
55 Caution Signal No 7 (AID) Signal I
51 Return
52 Shield
48 Caution Signal No 8 (AID) Signal I
49 Return
53 Shield
40 Warning Signal No 5 (AID) Signal I
41 Return
47 Shield
25 Warning Signal No 7 (AID) Signal I
33 Return
32 Shield
4 Warning Signal No 8 (AID) Signal I
1 i Return
10 Shield
27 Warning Signal No 9 (AID) Signal l19 Return
20 Shield
7 Caution Signal I^lo'1 t (DIL) Signal I TS 5 C III8 Caution Signal No 12 (DIL) Signal 1 24 AWG5 Warning Signal No 14 (DIL) Signal I2 Common Return Return
1 1 Common Shield Shield
J 35 40 Caution Signal No 9 (AID) Signal I TSP III MOM NLS OT NLS SGT
41 Return 24 AWG PP-2 16-35 SA 16-35 PA
47 Shield (Spec. (Spec.25 Caution Signal No 10 (AID) Signal. 1 40M38277) 40M3e277)33 Return
32 Shield
24 Warning Signal No 6 (AID) Signal 1
23 Return16 Shield
46 Warning Signal No 10 (AID) Signal 1
35 Return
39 Shield
55 Warning Signal No 11 (AID) Signal I
51 Return
52 Shield
48 Warning Signal No 12 (AID) Signal 1
49 Return
53 Shield
27 Warning Signal No 13 (AID) Signal I
19 Return
20 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Shield
4 Caution Signal No 13 (DIL) Signal i TS 5 C III1 1 Return 24 WG
10 Shield T
Note: J 34 has a total number of 55 sockets. All J 34 sockets not mentioned in this table are spare sockets.
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Table 6 - 3: Pin Allocation List for Experiment Dedicated MDM C & W Channels on 08 57 (Pallet-Only)
Connect. Pin Signal Code Function SLInput/ Wire EiMC from/ClassI
Routed l
Spacelab Experirrent
Not n Nat n Output Type to
P 13 45 Signal O TP I1 IMCP- NLS 6 GT
NLS OT
47 Exp. Safing CMD 1 Return 2	 M^` R7 20°35PC 20-35 SC
48 Signal O (see (Spec..- 40AA ( Spec- 40 MExp. Safing CMD 2 38277) 39277)
as Return pa: a
Sig O 6.3 )
63 Exp. Safing CMD 3 rRetun
fi5 Exp. Safing r.MD 4
O
Return
74 Exp. Safing CMD 5 Signal O75 Return
TS5C MDM
30 Exp. Safing CMD (DOH) Signal O 4AW PF-2
31 Exp. Safing CMD (DOH) Signal O
51 Exp. Safing CMD (DOH) Signal O
52 Exp. Safing CMD (DOH) Signal O
29 Common Return Return
50 Common Return Shield
P 3 53 Caution Signal No. Signal I TSP III MGM NLS6GT NLS OT
65 9 (AID) Return 24AW PF-2 24-35 P8 24-35 SS
77 Shield (Spec.. (Spec:
54 Caution Signal No. Signal I 40M38t77) 4D 	 38277)
65 10 (Alta) Return
78 Shield
37 Warning Signal No. Signal I
38 13 (A ID) Return
35 Shield
55 Warning Signal No. Signal 1
67 6 (AID) Return
79 Shield
56 Warning Signal No. Signal I
69 10 (AID) Return
so Shield
57 Warning Signa l- No. Signal I
59 11 (AID) Return
81 Shield
87 Warning Signal No. Signal 1
gg 12 (AID) Return
110 Shield
84 C & W Spare (DI L) Signal I TS5C
24AW85 C &W Spare (DI L) Signal 1
86 C & W Spare (DI L) Signal 1
83 Caution Signal No. Signal I
13 fDIL)82 Common Return
71 Common Shield
P 3 has a total number of 126 pins. All P 3 pins not mentioned in this table are Spare pins.
L
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Figure 6 - 4 depicts those Orbiter MOM input/output circuits which interface with experiment sating command
receivers and caution and warning sensors.
Figure 6 - 4 as well as the Tables 8 - 4, 6 - 5 and 6 - 6 give recommendations for the experiment
side. It should be noted that the experlment side of the caution and warning system shall be powered
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Figure 6 - 4 : 	 MOM - E:xperlment Interface Diagram
AS-11
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Table a - 4: lnput/Output Charactertstics of MOM SaFing Command Channels (DON)
Ghe racterst ► c5 of MDM Safing Command Channels Characteristics of Experiment Input Circuits For MOMSaf:ng Commands that will ensure proper Function
ervoltage protection: + 32 V max. Fault voltage emission: + 32 V max.
Fault voltage emission: + 32 V max. Overvoltage protection: + 32 V max.
Fault current limitation: + 20 m 
Cable typit: TP
Ni ire shield reference: MDM chassis ground Wire shield reference: Structure
Output grou'd ►ng; Connected to MOM Input Isolation: 1&411 min line to grmina
prtmary power ground shunted with 1nF max.
Output type: single ended Input type: differential
Discrete 'zero': J V to
	
3 V Discrete 'zero': O V to 5V
Discrete 'one': 19.5 V to 32 V Discrete 'one': 11 V to 32 V
RiDole g noise: 50.9 V01.1	 Single fre-quency
51.6 Vpp br-)adband
Rise/Fall time: 10115 to tccr.
(measured between 10
and 90 V. of the peak rig
nal values)
Driving capability: 10 m A f-)r discrete Max. load current- a 10 mA
"one" status
Output impedance: Ig 450Q Input impedance: Z 3.2 kQ
Output capacitance: S 3500 p Input capacitance: 5 1500 pF
Power-off output Power-off input impe-
impedance: 10 WO	 at, dance:
-b- 3.2 kS2
*) at external application of 19 VDC max .
I
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Table 6 - 5: input /Output Charoctertat.cs of MOM C & W Analog Input Channels (AID)
MOM Analog Input Chara CCCrtSricS Experimenter & W Analog Driver Characteristics
that will ensure proper functton
Fault voltage emission: + 15 V max Overvoltage protection: + 15V max
Fault current lirnttation: + 1 m A Fault current limitation: 10 mA
rvoLtage orotection: + 32 V max Fault voltage emission: + 32 V max
Cable type: TSP
Wire sniald reference: MOM signal ground Wire shield reference: Structure
Output grounding: Connected to expertmerx
input tsotattcn: S 100k S2 line to ground signal S,raund.
Ripple & Notse : 6 20 mV pk/pk
Input type; differ ential Output type: single ended (return lino
grounded at source)
Full scale analog voltage Full scale voltage O V to 5 V
range: - 5.12 V to + S. t I V range:
Alarm is y;enerated by
software limit sensing
Common erode voltage: + 10 V Max. Common mode voltage: N/A
Input filter bandwndth: O - 40 Hz (+ 10 %) Max. input frequency: 40 Hz (+ 10 ^:)
Roll-off rate: 6 d8/oct. min.
Common mode voltage 60 dS within filter
rejection ratio: bandwidth
Input impedance: $ 500 kQ Output impedance: 100Q
Input capacitance: d^25(30 p F Output capacitance: 5 5000 p F
Power-off Input impedance: Z 100 k42 Power-of output impe-
dance: I MCI
Load current: 0.01 m A at 5V Drive capability: 1 MA
A6-13
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Table 6 - 6: Input/Output Characteristics of MOM C & W Discrete Input Channels (Ol L)
Characteristics of MOM Input ,ircuits for Discrete Experiment C & W Discrete Driver Characteristics
C &W Signals that will Ensure Proper Function
Overvoltage protection: + 32 V max Fault voltage emission: + 15 V max
Fault voltage emission: + 15 V max Overvottage protection: + 15 V max
Fault current limitation: + 2 m A Fault current limitatton: + 10 m A
Cable tvpe: TSP
Ripple & Noise : s 50 mV
Wire shield refe .mnce: MOM chassis ground Wine shield reference: Structure
frout type: single ended Output type: isolated	 1)
Discrete ` zero' (alarm): - O. 5 V to 2.0 V Discrete 'zero' (alarm): - 0.5 V to + 0.5 V line-to-
hne-to- line (open Input line
tnter•pre ted as 'zero')
Discrete 'one' (no alarm): 1 2.5 V to + 6.4 V Discrete 'One' (noalarm):+ 4.0 V to + 6.0 V line-to
tine-to-line line
Noise suppresston hand- 1 ms + 12 %
width: (filter tine constant)
Roll-Off rate: 6 dS/oct.
Input impedance: 14 kQSRin A 21 kQ Output impedance: 1 kQ
(6 kQ above 6 V)
Input capacitance: 55000 p F output capacitance: 2500 p F
}rawer-off input impe- X14 kQ Powar-off output
danca: (6 kQ above 8 V) impedance: 1 11AQ
Load current: 0.43 m A at 6 V Drive	 capability: 1 m A
1) isolated from power return and from signal ground to which other sources
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	6.2.4	 Bonding
The MUM chassis is banded to Orbiter structure by a bonding strap oF-_jL2.5 mS2 resistance.
	
6.2.5	 Grounding
The MOM has, if disconnected from the primary DC power supply a galvanic isolation impedance of at least
2 MSZ (DC to 25 HZ) between primary power ground and chassis as well as secondary power ground and sig-
nal ground.
Secondary power ground, signal ground and wire shields are referenced to Orbiter structure.
Saftng command 3utput signals (OOH ) are referenced to MOM primary OC power return.
	
6.2.6	 Conducted Emission on MOM Signal and Signal Return Lines
b	 MOM Safing Command Output (OOH)
Same as specified in para. 3.3.7, 1,
a	 MOM Monitoring Input (AID and OIL)
S 204 rnVpp at the Orrbtter/Spacetab interface.
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Integrated Monitor and Control Panel ( IMCP -R7 Panel)
The IMCP-R7 panel provides five safing functions for experiments, each consisting of a safing actuator ( toggle
Switch) and a verification indicator ( LED). It should be noted that the IMCP-R7 panel does not provide for
the monitoring of experiment unsafe conditions. Monitoring is performed by the Spacelab and Orbiter C&W
system.
In the case of a safing command having been initiated at the IMCP-R7 panel and the experiment having reached
a safe condition, a contact has to be closed by the experiment in order to switch on the respective LEO cx)
the IMCP-R7 panel, as can be seen in Figure 6 - 5. This LED shows the operator that the sating functions

















Figure 6 - 5 : Block Diagram of the FU Panel/Experiment Interface
6.3.1	 Connector Location
Spacelab provides the Interface connectors
s	 at CS 5 for till module configurations
The connector location is depicted in Figure 6 - e^
s	 at CB 57 for pallet-only configurations.
The connector P 13 provides the safing command channels and the connector P OS provides
the verification indicator channels. The location of the interface connectors is depicted in
Figure 6 - 3 .
A6-16
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6.3.2 Connector/Pin Allocation for R7--Panel Experiment Safing
6.3.2.1 Module ConFiguratton
J 21	 on CS 5 contains the 5 Experiment Vertficattan Indicator chanaeL4 kogether with the
AFD/Spacelab Experiment Harness wiring. The pin allocation is given in Table 5 -- 3.
J 25	 on CB 5 contains the 5 Experiment 5aFtng Command channels only. The pin allocation
is given in Table 5 -- 7 below.


















J 25 9 Exp . Safing CARD 1 Signal 0 1 P IL IMCP NLS	 OT NLS 6GEt0 Return 24
- R7 10-35 SD 10-35 PD
1 t Exp. Safing CMD 2 0
AW G (Spec.: 40 M (Spec. 40 M
Re-turn 313277) 313277 )
3
c
Exp. Saftng CMD 3 Signal O
5 Exp. Safing CMD 4 Signal O
a Exp. Safing CMD 5 Stgnall 0
.J 25 has a totat of 13 sockets. All J 25 sockets not mentioned in this table are spare sockets.
6.3.2.2 Paitet-Only Configurat ►ort
P 09 on CB 57 contains the 5 Experiment Verification Indicator channels together wit-4
AFD/Spacelab Harness rnrmg. The pin allocation is given in Table 5 -- 8.
P 13 an CB 57 contains the 5 Experiment Safing Command channels together with
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6.3.3	 Input / Output Characteristics
Figure 6 - 5 depicts a block diagram of the experiment/ IMCP-R7 panel interface. The input/output
characteristics are given in the respective Table 6 - 8 .
Table 6 - E3 : '_gput / Output Characteristics of IMCP- -1Z7 Panel Safing Command and
Verification Indicator Channels
Characteristics of IMCP -R7 C&W Input/Output Characteristics of Experiment Input/OutputCircuits
Circuits that will ensure proper functia,i
SaFing command output Experiment command receiver input
Max current 103 mA Fault current	 103 mA max
for closed switch emission
position
Output type Floating switch contact Input type	 relay cotl or other
(see Figure 6 - 5) appropriate device
(single ended)
Switch position : Current level
Normal : ape-. switch	 1 MI?) Open switch current	 T2D InA
Safe closed switen ( d 1R ) Closed switch current 	 TEID mA
100 mA
SaFing Indicator Input : Experiment SaFing Indicator Output
Fault voltage t to V max
emission
Fault current 250 mA max
ezmissiun
Input type LED driving circuit Driver type	 relay contact
(see Figure 6 - 5) (see Figure 6 - 5 )
Current emission Circuit impedance within experiment i
s LED OFF 5 20 nA s LED OFF	 a M^
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6.3.4	 Bonding
Same as specified in para . 6.2.4
	
6.3.5	 Grounding
The R7 panel is operated with secondary poser only. Secondary power return is isolated from structure
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6.4	 Orbiter Caution and Warning Electronic ASsen'ibiy
The Orbiter Caution and Warning Electrontc Assembly (CWEA) provides five experiment dedicated C & W








C & W EXPERIMENTER INTERFACES ON:
R R






CB 67 - PALLET ONLY CONF.
Figure 6 - 6: Orbiter CWEA-Experiment Interface Diagram
_- I
L w
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6.4.1	 Connector Location
Spacelab provides the interface connectors
•	 J 22 at CB 5 ror all module configurations
(see Fig. 6 - 2).
• P 10 at C6 57 ror pallet-only configurations
(sea Fig. 6 - 3).
6.4.2
	 Connector/Pin CorrelattCn
6.4 , 2. 1 Module Configuration
J22	 on CB 5 contains 5 Orbiter CWFr4 inputs for vxperime .its together with
AFD/Spacelab Experirmnt Harness kvtring.
The pin allocation ^s given in Table 5 - 4.
6.4.2.2 Pallet-Only Configuration
P10 on CB 57 contains 5 Orbiter CWFA inputs for experiments tzgetner with
AFD/Spacelab Experiment Harness wiring.
The pin allocation is given in Table 5 - 9.
A6-21
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6.4.3
	 Input/Output Characteristics
Table 6 - 9, depicts the input/output characteristics of the experiment C&W signals to be fed
into the Orbiter CWEA.
Table 6 - 9 : Input/Output Characteristics of Analog G&W Input Channels to Orbiter CWEA
CWEA Analog Input Characteristics Experiment C & W Analog Driver Characteristics
that will ensure proper function
Fault voltage emission: ± 15 V max Overvoltage protection:	 + 15 V
Fault current limitation: 1.28 mA
Overvoltage protection: ± 32 V max Fault voltage emission:	 15 V
Cable Type: TSP 24 AWG Cable type:	 TSP
Wire shield reference: CWEA signal ground Wire shield reference:	 Structure
Output grounding;	 Connected to experimentInput isolation:	 100 kf2	 line to ground
signal ground.
Input type: differential, analog Output type:	 single ended (return line
grounded at source)
Full scale analog voltage OV to 5 V Full scale voltage	 O V to 5 V
range: range.
Limit detection:	 1) see next page
Common mode voltage: ± 5 V max.
Common mode voltage
rejection ratio; ?33 dB
Input filter bandwidth: 0 - 10 Hz (t 25 %) NA
Recognition-Filter
Roll-off rate: NA NA
Input impedance 583 kQ Output impedance	 ^tOOS2
Input capacitance 25 pF
Power-off input impedance: 583 kit
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1) Limit Detection
The CWEZ provides high. lcvt and dual limit detection For each system status input as follows:
High Llmit.An output stgriat shall be generated whenever the input voltage exceeds a predetermined limit.
This limit may vary from 0.3 Volt DC to plus 5.0 Volts DC.
Low Lirrit.An output signal shall be generated whenever the input voltage Falts below a predetermined limit.
This limit may vary from plus 4.8 Volts DC to plus 0.1 Volt DC.
Dual Limit.An output signal shalt be generated whenever the input voltage deviates above or below predetermined
Iimits.The upper and lower limits may vary-as given above for high and low tiinit.The voltage range between
the upper and lower limits may vary from plus 0.2 Volt DC to plus 4.9 Volts DC.
6.4.4	 Bonding
l	 Same as given in para 6.2.4
6.4.5
	 Grounding
Same as given in pare 5.2.5
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7	 MEASUREMENT AND STIMULI UNIT (MSU)
7, t
	 Contactor Location
The connector locations of the analog and digital concentrator distributor (C/D ) drawers are depicted in
Figures 7 - 1 and 7 - 2, respectively.
The connectors J1 , J3 and J6 at the analog C/D drawers are used for analog stimuli outputs,
while the connectors J2, J4 and J7 are used for analog measurements.
The connectors J1 , J3 and J6 at the digital C/O dray.vrs are used for discrete stimuli and digital
12 bit parallel outputs, where each connector contains one 12 tit parallel channel. The connectors
J2, J4 and J7 at the digital C/O drawers are used for discrete and digital 12 bit parallel inputs,
where each connector contains one 12 bit parallel channel.





t ..._	 feet`	 S
4	 ..,p.	 ^.t'.
y	 -	 MAL	 e
pi	 Ab
)r
J1	 :y^.-	 J1	 :4
Figure 7 - 1 : Analog Concentrator Distributor Drawer
4 _	 N	 t
,WON-
Figure 7 - 2 Digit Concentrator Distributor Drawer
L_	 -J
A 7- 1
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i
7.2 Pin.Allocation - to be supplied at a later date -	 i
I
7.3 Input/ Output Characteristics
I
i
7.3.1 Analog Concentrator/Distributor Module
i
i
7.3.1.1 Analog Input Channels




Input impedance: > 2 ME) Itne-to-tine
Line isolation: l> 1 Moline-to-ground
Power-off input impedance: ? 2 MQ line-to-line
Power off line isolation: y 1 MO Itne-to-ground
Voltage range: - 5.12 to + 5.11 V line-to-line
Conversion -resolution- 10 bits and sign
Conversion accuracy: 0.5 % full scale
Conversion time: C 4011s
Common mode voltage: + 5 V max.
Common mode rejetlon ratio: 34 dS
Input bandwidth: compatible with 3200 samples/s
Roll-off rate: B dB/octave
Overvoltage protection: + 32 V (ON)
710V(OFF)
Fault voltage emission: + 7 V max.
Fault current limitation: + 1211A	 i
7.3.1.2 Analog Output Channels
Number of channels: 28
Signal/load characteristics
(Specification values)
Output type: Single ended, gr and return
Output impedance:
.4 1
Load impedance: i 2 kQ
Voltage range: - 5.12 to + 5.11 V
Input for D/A converter: 810 bits + sign
Conversion accuracy: O.5 %. full scale
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7.3.2




































>- 1 MCI Tina-to-ground
+ 4 V nominal
+ 2.5 V^<, Vin4+ 6 V
0 V nominal
-0.5V4Vfn  +0.5V
+ 5 V max.
34 dB
+ 7 V max.
± 15 pA
40
single ended, ground return
0 V nominal
-0.55v4Vou <+0.55Vat+0.2mA
+ 5 V nominal
4.3 V,4Vout` B V
-e,20MA
trC1 µs
tf	 1 µs t 3001311200 pF load
tr 41 Its 1
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0 V nomin. i
- 0.5 \V in 4+ 0.5 V
+2.4V4VIn^4_+5.5V
3
12 bits parallel per, channel
single ended parallel digital words
0±0.6V,  30 mA sink
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8	 USER PROVIDED HARNESSES FOR SUBSYSTEMS
8.1	 RAU Harness
8.1.1	 Airlock RAU Harnesses
Spacel gb provides two expertcnent dedicated signal harness to connect experiment equipment inside
and outside the airlock.
Harness I allows the operation of an experiment RAU tnside the atrlock.The signal harness is described in
Table 5 - 1 and the power harness is given in ,Tabte 3.8 - 1 .
8.1 .2	 Center Aisle Experiment RAU Harness Provisions
Each center,
 aisle connector bracket, CB 31 (in the core segment) and CB 32 ( in the experiment
4	 segment), can be connected to one experiment RAU for center aisle mounted experiments. The connec-
tor loceticne Pt CH 31 and CB 32 are described in pars. 3.5.
The user, provided RAU harness interfaces at the connector, brackets CB 31 and with the subsequent
connectorst
J 03, J 04	 RAU power supply
J10, ill	 experiment data bus
J12	 RAU monitor and control
The overall routing of the RAU harness is sketched in Figure 8 - 1	 Connector / ptn correlations of
the RAU harness are given in Table 13 - 1
CENTER Alin
COWWWR aft"RET
(see A 3.5 )
EX"RIMENT RAU
( see A4.1 .1 )
( 04	 Power	 1 TP.AWG 20	 r d 01
RAU MMR BUi
104Power	 1 TFAWG 20 1 02
EXP,OATA BUS I TSP.+2TSP,(75n1
J 10 404
In
j 11 EXP.DATA BUS 2 TSA,t78M d OS
UTC Bus 1 18P.05n)
au
",)—, COMMON ON[OFFI ITS 5C
Sn RAU	 ,I 12 MONITORING ANO CONTROLS TBP J 07
Figure 8 - I :	 Experiment RAU Harness - Schematic
A a - 1
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Conn 'CConnector Type Pin Pin Harness EMC Pin Connector Type Conn' Exo.Brkt. Spec) Notn Fcnctn Type Class Not'n (Spec) Not'n RAUCaw /3
NB 6 GE: 8-98 PNS A 311P405-3S-^B-"12J03 3) a line 20 AWG I 16 1) P 01 141
NS 6 GE a-98 PNS A line 1 TP I 1 311P405-3S-B-12 P 02 J02J04	 PO4 3) B line 20 AWG 16 1)
1 line 2 TSP IV 14
11 line 24 AWG 28
2 75 f! _30 GWSW038 ev
J10	 P 10 NLS 6 GT 10-35 P 87 Iine 17 PSF,L^, P 05 Jos
4) 13 line 25
9 shield 19 2)
12 line 1 TSP 10
7 time 24 AWC III 24
6 shield 17--
1410 line IV
19 line 28 GWSW 038 BNJ11	 P 11
__9
_ shield 20 PSHB P 04 J04
20 tine 2 TSP 11
11 line 24 AWG 25
2_1 shield 75 52 1 19 2)NLS a GT 12-35 P
line 1 TSP 10 GWSW038 BW174) 5 line 24 AWG IV 24 PSHB P 18 J18
5 shield 75.Q 17 2)
1 TS3C 532
3 tine 24 AWG III 7115 line 54
1 shield 39
lit
14 -- - line ^1
21 line 2 GWSW 088 BVJ12	 P12 13 W _ shield
_ 1 B PSHB P 03 J03
15 line 19
1 line 5 TSP 20
NLS 6 GT 12-35 2 shield 1 24 AWG 38
PA 1 8_ - line -,El-









	Connector .Spec: 1) GSFC-5-3 11 -P4/5	 3) 40 M 39569	 i
	2) GSFC-- -31 1 -P4 / 7	 4) 40 M 38277
5) Pin 6 and 23 resp pctively 57 and 78 of Plug 03 have to be connected internally
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8.1 .3	 Harness of RAU on Pallet
8.1.3.1	 Po"r !-laxness
The power, supply for experiment RAU's on pallets is provided by the Connector Bracket CB 51 (Connectors
J 01 and J 02). The power will be distributed by means of Branching Unit 26.
The Spacelab baseline provides one exMllment RAU per, branching unit, however, Branching Unit 26 is
capable of supplying up to four experiment RAU's, as shown in the schematic Figure 8 - 2
The optional connections to Branching Unit 25 are provided by four modules for power and power return
plus redundant lines respectively.
These modules are of the type Deutsch MRTB 12 E,' 04-089 (spec. MIL-T-Bi714), which require a special
tool for pin disconnection.
Figure 8 - 2 : Power Distribution Prom Branching Unit 26 to Experiment RAU's
- Schematic -
A8-9
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Table 8 - 2: Connector/Pin Correlation for
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8.1.3.2	 Signal Harness
The signal and data lines are routed to Connector Bracket CH 52 via the connectors J 15 and J 16. From here-
on, signal and data lines are routed to experiment interconnecting station 1 located on the pallet cold plate.
Spacelab provides as bastine a harness set required to operate up to Four experiment RAU on a pallet.
This harness fits to experiment RAU standard locations given In Se-tton 4.4 - 2 of Appendix El,
Structure Interface Definttton.
The routing of the signal ha mess, required to operate an experiment RAU is given in Figure 8 - 3, 8 -- 4,
and 8-5.
Figure 8 - 3 depicts the routing of an RAU signal harness in case, that two experiment RA U's are located on one
pallet. The user, has to provide the signal harness only if the experiment RAU does not have a standard loca-
l.	tian. Figure 6 -- 3 cPpicts the Spacelab standard muting concept.
Figure 8 - 3: Schematic - Signal Harness to two Experiment RAU's
(Spacelab Standard Routing Concept)
Figure 8 - 4 depicts the Spacelab standard RAU signal harness routing for four experiment RAUs on one
pallet. It should be noted that this routing concept may be used only,if no experiment caution and warning
signals have to be acquired by the subsystem RAU shown in Figure 8 -4, because the subsystem RAUcannec-
connector J 06 is reserved for acquisition of experiment caution and warning signals. In this case a
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Figure 8 - 4: Schematic - Signal Harness to Four Experiment RAUs
(Spacelab Standard Pouting Concept)
Figt.re 8 - 5: Schematic - Signal Harness to Four Experiment RAUs with J 08
Reserved For Experiment -S/S RAU C&W Interface.
The connecto r/pin corre lation of the pallet experiment RAU harness between interconnecting station and
experiment RAU is given in Table 8 - 3.
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Table 8 - 3 : Pallet Experiment RAU / Interconnecting Station Harness
Experiment	 provided	 Harness
Routed (See Figure 8-3,4 and 5) Routed
from to
Exp. Conn Connector Type Pin
I
Pin Harness EMC Pin Corti actor Type Conn' Exp.
I/ S Nat n ( Spec ! Not'rl Ftnct'n Type Class Not'n ( Spec) Not'n RAU
13 line 2 TSP 14 GWSW o38 aV14 lime 24 AWG 28 PSH B
-- 12-- - shield- (75 S?) IV 20 POS J054. line 11
5 line 25
12 shield 19 2)311 P 405




1) 9 shield 19 2)
4 line I TSP 10 GWSW O388W JIB
11 line 24 AWG TV 24 PSHB P 18
3 shield ( 75$) 17 2)
line I TS 3 C 53 GWSW 086 By31 t P 405J13/14 P13/14 2 line 24 AWG 71 PSHB
-2P-B-12 10 line III 54 P03 J03
shield Q9_
1) 3)	 2)
Note: * Common shield pin for line 4,5,13. and 14
1) Connector Spec: GSFC»5-311-P4/5
2) Connector Spec: GSFC--S- 311 -P4/1
3) Pin 8 and 23 respectively 57 and 78 of Plug 03 have to be connected Internally by a jumper.
A8-7
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Table 8-4: Pallet Experiment RAU Monitoring and Control Harness
Experiment provided Harness
Routed (See Figure 8-3,4) Flouted
from
S/S Conn' Connector Type Pin Pin Harness EMC Pin Connector Type Conn` to
RAU Notn ( Spec) Nat n Funetn Type Class Notn ( Spec) Not 'n F-XD.RAU
1 line III 1
2 line 2










20 GU^SW 086 SVJ 12 PSHP PSHS21_ shield 4 TSP 3B P03 J03
or or or 6 line 24 AWG 5i - RAU I7 line 62
J 10 p to GWSW O88 BN 23 shield_ 70 or II
PSHS - q - line - 68
25 line 69
_ A(L shield B3
1) 3)	 1)
1 tine !II i
2 line 2





shield 4 TSP 38 GINS1N088 BV P 03 J 03
6 r line 24 AWG 51 PSHS
7 tine 52 PAU III
23 s_hie ld 70_
W 24 _ ~tine as
25 line
6940 shield 3)	 1)1 06 Pos GwSw aaa ev . —
PSHB 53 line III 1
54 line 2
55 _ _ sh ield 1 8_
'1 Liner t9
" 2 line 20
73 - shield
-99.-_
41 tine 51 GWSWOBB EiV P 03 J 03
42 line 4 TSP 52 PSHS
_ 67
_





1) Connector Spec; GSFC-S-311-P4/1
3) Pin 8 and 23 respectively 57 and 7B of Plug 03 have to be connected internally by a jumper.
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Table 8-4 (contb). pallet Experiment RAU Monitoring and Control Harness
Experimenc provided Harness
Routed (See Figure 8-5) Routed
from toCann' Connector Type Pin Pin Harness E=MC Pin Connector Type Conn' Expo
RAU Notn ( Spec) Not'n Punct n Type Class Not n ( Spec) Not'n FZAU
1 tine LIL 1
2 tine 2
_'& _ ^higlr,I. _ 18
19 line 1 g
20 tine 20
21 shield $a_ GWSW 088 BV P 63 1i 03
6 liner I TSP 51 PSH3
7 line 24 AWG 52 FAU
23 shield 70 Illorl
J 12 P 12 NSW 088E3V 24 tine 6825 line 69PS} 40 shield 80 3)	 1)
or or or
53 tine III I
J 10 P10 GWSW 088BN 54 line 2









_ shield 4 -fSp 36
41 l[ne 24 AWG 51 GWSW QBB BV P 03 J0342 line 52 PSHB
57 shield 7O RAU





3) Pin 8 and 23 respectively 67 and 78 of Plug 03 have to be connected internally oy a jumper.
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Figure a-ii : User Provided DDS  Harnesses
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8.2
	 Data Display System Harness
The mission dependent data display system will be accon ,modated in an experiment rack. The harnesses to
connect the data display system to the CDMS (data display bus, monitor and control) and to the EPDS (AC
power supply) have to be provided by the experimenter/payload integrator. The interface to the CDA4S is at
r	 Connecter Sracket CS 5. The connector location of CS 5 is given in pars 5.3 Figure 5 - e. The interface
to the EPOS rs the EPSP of the particular experiment rack, As shown in Figure 8 -6, four different harnesses
have tr, be provided:
o	 the monitor and control harness
o	 the data display bus harness (experiment and subsystem bus)
These harness have to be routed from CEI 5 through the provision for experiment utilities in the main floor
through the connector bracket at the bottom of the particular experiment rack, and to the data display system
or the data display bus interconnecting stations, respectively.
o	 the data display stub harness (,xperiment and subsystem bus)
o	 the AC power supply harness
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k
The ccnnector/pin correation of the harnesses is given in Table 8-5 thru B-7.
Table 8-5 : Connector / Pin Corretatiin of the Monitor and Control Harness.
Routed Expert ment provided Harness
from
Conn'
Srkt, Conn'	 Connector Type Pin	 Pin Harness EMC Pin Connector Type Conn' Routed
CB 5 Not n	 ( Spec } Not In	 Fnct'n Tyyn	 Class Not'n ( Spec) Not n to






tine 5 DSx2H21S15S- PO4
shield 6 0001 (DDU3)
Tina 20
line 21
MS 27484E shie ld _22 _
J13 P 13	 14F 35P line 9 TSP 45 (Spec. TSD)(Spec 22AWG








line 8 311 P405-35-8-12 J02















MS 27484E shield 4 TSP 3 - 311P405-2P-S-12 J01J15 P 15	 12 i= 35 PA line 22 AWG (Spec GSFCSpec(( tine 5 -5-311-P-4 ) P01 (S/S






1 TSP 7line 22 AWG	 111 8
shield 15
T














line 75R 1a 
Tline 1 TSPline 22 AWG	 lit
shield 15
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	 Pin	 Pin	 Harness EMCPin	 Connector Type
	 Conn'
Not'n	 ( Spec)	 Not'n	 Fnct 'n	 Type
	
Class	 Not'n	 ( Spec)	 Not'n
Routed
to
7 line 1 T5P 1
8 line 20 AWG III 2
15 phi Ic
13^ line 4 TSP IV 21
14 line 24 AWG 22J04 12 shield 75St 13
(5/S 11	 05-2	 $ 1 1 R line 15
I/S) PO4 pc 
-S-31 1-P-4) 2 Line 15






11 line 20 (DDU3)3 shield
..r 11 D5x2H 175 i 55 0001 p0137 line 1 T5P
8 line 20 AWG ill 4
18 _ shield
_
_ _ _ _ _ 12. 
r1 line 32 
2 line 33




line 4 TSP 34(Exp, pq4 5 line 24 AWG 35
I/S)
_ 
12^ _ _shie ld 75 SZ _26
10 line 36
11 line 37
3 sh ie ld _28




Table 8-7 : Connector / Pin Correlation of the AC Power Supply Harness
Experiment	 provided	 Harness
Routed
from Conn' Connector Type Pin Pin Harness EMC Pin Connector Type Conn'
Routed
to
EPSP Not n ( Spec) Not'n Fnct 'n Type Class Not'n ( Spec) Notn DOU 3
N80E90-6 SNC A line 1
or VVC E3 line 2J09 P09
or or C line 15 AWG l 3 DSxZri 21 S 155 0001
J10 P10 D ground 4
P03 J03
(Spec.40M 89569)
AB-12
s,
